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2 Clustering

2.1 Some Clustering Examples

Clustering comes up in many contexts. For example, one might want to cluster jour-
nal articles into clusters of articles on related topics. In doing this, one first represents
a document by a vector. This can be done using the vector space model introduced in
Chapter 2. Each document is represented as a vector with one component for each term
giving the frequency of the term in the document. Alternatively, a document may be
represented by a vector whose components correspond to documents in the collection and
the ith vector’s jth component is a 0 or 1 depending on whether the ith document refer-
enced the jth document. Once one has represented the documents as vectors, the problem
becomes one of clustering vectors.

Suppose one has represented each journal article in a collection of articles by a vector
and then formed a matrix whose rows correspond to documents and whose columns cor-
respond to words or references to other documents. Define a distance measure between
each pair of rows. Now, the documents can be clustered into clusters where papers in
a given cluster are close together. If the distance measure captures similarity of papers,
then the clustering should have partitioned the papers into groups of papers on similar
topics.

Another context where clustering is important is the study of the evolution and growth
of communities in social networks. Here one constructs a graph where nodes represent
individuals and there is an arc from one node to another if the person corresponding
to the first node sent an email or instant message to the person corresponding to the
second node. A community is defined as a set of nodes where the frequency of messages
within the set is higher than what one would expect if the set of nodes in the commu-
nity were a random set. Clustering partitions the graph into sets of nodes where the sets
consist of nodes that send more messages to one another than one would expect by chance.

The problem of finding communities is complicated since a node may belong to several
overlapping communities. Also, a node in a community may have many more connections
outside the community than inside, all though the number of connections inside the com-
munity is higher than expected by chance.

In these clustering problems, one defines either a similarity measure between pairs
of objects or a distance measure (a notion of dissimilarity). One measure of similarity
between two vectors a and b is the cosine of the angle between them:

cos(a,b) =
aTb

|a| |b| .
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To get a distance measure, subtract the cosine similarity from one.

dist(a,b) = 1− cos(a,b)

Another distance measure is the Euclidean distance. There is an obvious relationship
between cosine similarity and Euclidean distance. If a and b are unit vectors, then

|a− b|2 = (a− b)T (a− b) = |a|2 + |b|2 − 2aTb = 2 (1− cos (a,b)) .

In determining the distance function to use, it is useful to know something about
the origin of the data. In many situations one has a stochastic model of how the data
was generated. An example is customer behavior. Suppose there are d products and
n customers. A reasonable assumption is that each customer generates the basket of
goods he/she buys from a probability distribution. A basket specifies the amount of
each good bought. One hypothesis is that there are only k types of customers, k << n.
Each customer type is characterized by a probability density used by all customers of
that type to generate their baskets of goods. The densities may all be Gaussians with
different centers and covariance matrices. We are not given the probability densities,
only the basket bought by each customer, which is observable. Our task is to cluster the
customers into the k types. We may identify the customer with his or her basket which is
a vector. To formulate the problem mathematically, we need a clustering criterion which
we optimize. Some potential criteria are to partition the customers into k clusters so as
to minimize

1. the sum of distances between all pairs of customers in the same cluster,

2. the sum of distances of all customers to their “cluster center” (any point in space
may be designated as the cluster center), or

3. minimize the sum of squared distances to the cluster center.

The last criterion is called the k-means criterion and is widely used. A variant called
the k-median criterion minimizes the sum of distances (not squared) to the cluster center.
Another possibility, called the k-center criterion, is to minimize the maximum distance
of any point to its cluster center.

The chosen criterion can affect the results. In the case where the underlying densities
are spherical Gaussians with the probability law

Prob [(x1, x2, · · · , xd)] = 1

(2π)
d
2

d∏
i=1

e− (xi−µi)2
= 1

(2π)
d
2

e
−

d∑
i=1

(xi−µi)2

= 1

(2π)
d
2

e− |x−µ|
2
2 ,

minimizing the sum of squared distances to the cluster center is intuitively the appropriate
criterion, since the Gaussian density is in terms of distance squared. On the other hand,
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if the generating process had an exponential probability distribution, with the probability
law

Prob [(x1, x2, · · · , xd)] = 1
2

d∏
i=1

e− |xi−µi| = 1
2
e
−

d∑
i=1
|xi−µi|

= 1
2
e− |x−µ|1 ,

one would use the L1 norm (not the L2 or the square of the L1) since the probability den-
sity decreases as the L1 distance from the center. The intuition here is that the distance
used to cluster data should be related to the actual distribution of the data.

The choice of whether to use a distance measure and cluster together points that are
close or use a similarity measure and cluster together points with high similarity and
what particular distance or similarity measure to use can be crucial to the application.
However, there is not much theory on these choices; they are determined by empirical
domain-specific knowledge. One general observation is worth making. Using distance
squared instead of distance, “favors” outliers more since the square function magnifies
large values, which means a small number of outliers may make a clustering look bad.
On the other hand, distance squared has some mathematical advantages; see for example
Corollary 2.3 which asserts that with this criterion, the centroid is the correct cluster
center. The widely used k means criterion is based on sum of squared distances.

2.2 A Simple Greedy Algorithm for k-clustering

There are many algorithms for clustering high-dimensional data. We start with a
simple one. Suppose we use the k-center criterion. The k-center criterion partitions the
points into k clusters so as to minimize the maximum distance of any point to its cluster
center. Call the maximum distance of any point to its cluster center the radius of the
clustering. There is a k-clustering of radius r if and only if there are k spheres, each of
radius r which together cover all the points. Below, we give a simple algorithm to find k
spheres covering a set of points. The lemma following shows that this algorithm needs to
use a radius that is “off by a factor of at most two” from the optimal k-center solution.

The Greedy k-clustering Algorithm

Pick any data point to be the first cluster center. At time t, for t = 2, 3, · · · , k, pick
any data point that is not within distance r of an existing cluster center; make it the
tth cluster center.

Lemma 2.1 If there is a k-clustering of radius r
2
, then the above algorithm finds a k-

clustering with radius r.

Proof: Suppose for contradiction that the algorithm using radius r fails to find a k-
clustering. This means that after the algorithm chooses k centers, there is still at least
one data point that is not in any sphere of radius r around a picked center. This is the
only possible mode of failure. But then there are k + 1 data points, with each pair more
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than distance r apart. Clearly, no two such points can belong to the same cluster in any
k-clustering of radius r

2
contradicting the hypothesis.

There are in general two variations of the clustering problem for each of the criteria.
We could require that each cluster center be a data point or allow a cluster center to be
any point in space. If we require each cluster center to be a data point, the problem can
be solved in time

(
n
k

)
times a polynomial in the length of the data. First, exhaustively

enumerating all sets of k data points as the possible sets of k cluster centers, then associate
each point to its nearest center and select the best clustering. No such naive enumeration
procedure is available when cluster centers can be any point in space. But, for the k-means
problem, Corollary 2.3 shows that once we have identified the data points that belong to
a cluster, the best choice of cluster center is the centroid. Note that the centroid might
not be a data point.

2.3 The k-means Clustering

In k-means clustering, a set A = {a1, a2, · · · , an} of n points in d-dimensions is par-
titioned into k-clusters, S1, S2, · · · , Sk, so as to minimize the sum of squared distances of
each point to its cluster center. That is, A is partitioned into clusters, S1, S2, · · · , Sk, and
a center is assigned to each cluster so as to minimize

d (S1, S2, · · · , Sk) =
k∑
j=1

∑
ai∈Sj

(cj − ai)
2

where cj is the center of cluster j.

Suppose we have already determined the clustering or the partitioning into S1, S2, · · · , Sk.
What are the best centers for the clusters? The following lemma shows that the answer
is the centroids, coordinatewise means, of the clusters.

Lemma 2.2 Let {a1, a2, · · · , an} be a set of points. The sum of the squared distances
of the a1 to any point x equals the sum of the squared distances to the centroid plus the
number of points times the squared distance from the point x to the centroid. That is,∑

i

|ai − x|2 =
∑
i

|ai − c|2 + n |c− x|2

where c is the centroid of the set of points.

Proof: ∑
i

|ai − x|2 =
∑
i

|ai − c + c− x|2

=
∑
i

|ai − c|2 + 2(c− x) ·
∑
i

(ai − c) + n |c− x|2
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Since c is the centroid,
∑
i

(ai − c) = 0. Thus,
∑
i

|ai − x|2 =
∑
i

|ai − c|2 + n ‖c− x‖2

A corollary of Lemma 2.2 is that the centroid minimizes the sum of squared distances
since the second term, n ‖c− x‖2, is always positive.

Corollary 2.3 Let {a1, a2, · · · , an} be a set of points. The sum of squared distances of
the a1 to a point x is minimized when x is the centroid, namely x = 1

n

∑
i

a1.

Another expression for the sum of squared distances of a set of n points to their centroid
is the sum of all pairwise distances squared divided by n. First, a simple notational issue.

For a set of points {a1, a2, · · · , an},
n∑
i=1

i−1∑
j=1

|ai − aj|2 counts the quantity |ai − aj|2 once

for each ordered pair (i, j), i > j. However,
∑
i,j

|ai − aj|2 counts each |ai − aj|2 twice, so

the later sum is twice the first sum.

Lemma 2.4 Let {1, a2, · · · , an} be a set of points. The sum of the squared distances be-
tween all pairs of points equals the number of points times the sum of the squared distances
of the points to the centroid of the points. That is,

∑
i

∑
j<i

|ai − aj|2 = n
∑
i

|ai − c|2 where

c is the centroid of the set of points.

Proof: Lemma 2.2 states that for every x,∑
i

|ai − x|2 =
∑
i

|ai − c|2 + n |c− x|2 .

Letting x range over all aj and summing the n equations yields∑
i,j

|ai − aj|2 = n
∑
i

|ai − c|2 + n
∑
j

|c− aj|2

= 2n
∑
i

|ai − c|2.

Observing that ∑
i,j

|ai − aj|2 = 2
∑
i

∑
i<j

|ai − aj|2

yields the result that ∑
i

∑
j<i

|ai − aj|2 = n
∑
i

|ai − c|2 .

The k-means clustering algorithm
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A natural algorithm for k-means clustering is given below. There are two unspecified
aspects of the algorithm. One is the set of starting centers and the other is the stopping
condition.

k-means algorithm

Start with k centers.
Cluster each point with the center nearest to it.
Find the centroid of each cluster and replace the set of old centers with the centroids.
Repeat the above two steps until the centers converge (according to some criterion).

The k-means algorithm always converges but possibly to a local minimum. To show
convergence, we argue that the cost of the clustering, the sum of the squares of the
distances of each point to its cluster center, always improves. Each iteration consists of
two steps. First, consider the step which finds the centroid of each cluster and replaces
the old centers with the new centers. By Corollary 2.3, this step improves the internal
cluster distance. The other step reclusters by assigning each point to its nearest cluster
center, which also improves the internal cluster distance.

2.4 Spectral Clustering

Spectral clustering refers to algorithms that use the singular value decomposition of
the matrix, whose rows correspond to data points, to cluster the points or the spectral
decomposition of a related matrix to do so. We saw in the SVD chapter how spectral
clustering solves the clustering problem when the data is generated by a mixture of k
spherical Gaussians of the same radius. Indeed, in that case, the top k singular vectors
span the space of centers of the k Gaussians. One can project the data points to that
lower dimensional space. Then a k-means clustering in the lower dimensional space gives
us the optimal k-means clustering overall provided the centers are not too close. Does this
process work when the data is arbitrary, i.e., not generated by a mixture of Gaussians or
indeed any stochastic model? Empirically, there are many cases where SVD based algo-
rithms do well. Here, we present some mathematical assertions that describe the efficacy
of the SVD method for clustering.

A little notation is useful. A is the n × d data matrix with each row a data point.
Let B be the best rank k approximation to A found by the SVD and let C be an n × d
matrix where the ith row is the center that the ith data point, ai, is closest to in the
optimal clustering. We call the centers in the optimal clustering “optimal centers”. We
assume there is a unique optimal clustering. What we say actually holds for every optimal
clustering, but assuming a unique one simplifies the intuition. So C’s rows are a set of k
vectors. The optimal cost according to the k-means criterion, sum of squared distances
of the data points from their cluster centers, is ||A− C||2F .
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2.4.1 Significance of a Given Clustering

If we apply the k-means algorithm to a set of points that are uniformly distributed,
the algorithm will cluster the points even though there is no real structure in the data.
This raises the question, once the data is clustered, do the clusters have any real signifi-
cance? When using the k-means algorithm, one could recluster the data starting with a
different set of cluster centers. A radically different clustering would suggest a lack of real
structure, whereas essentially the same clustering from repeated clustering of the data
would be evidence that the data has real structure. This is likely to be the case if the
clusters are well separated.

Intuitively a clustering is significant if most data points are substantially closer to
their cluster center than to any other cluster center. We call such a condition a “prox-
imity condition”. While proximity certainly seems like a sufficient condition to ensure
the significance of a clustering, it is not often met by high dimensional data. Although
points may still be closest to their centers, they are often almost as close to other centers.
Consider a simple example of two spherical Gaussians in d-dimensions, each with unit
variance in each direction. Suppose the distance between the centers is δ. We saw in
Section 2.3 that most of the mass of each Gaussian lies in an annulus of width O(1) at
distance

√
d from its center. Also, recall that if x is a point from a Gaussian centered at

p and the other Gaussian center is at q, then x−p and p−q are nearly perpendicular to

each other. From this we see that |x− p| ≈
√
d± 1, whereas |x−q| ≈

√
(
√
d± 1)2 + δ2.

To ensure that |x− p| << |x− q|, we need (
√
d+ 1)2 << (

√
d− 1)2 + δ2 which requires

that δ ≥ Ω(d1/4). Thus, a proximity condition that reqires the data point x to be sig-
nificantly closer to p than to q would require the inter-center separation to grow with
d. But we saw in Section 2.3, that the clusters are distinct even when the inter-center
separation is Ω(1), i.e., there is a hyper plane, the perpendicular bisector of the line join-
ing the centers, that separates the Gaussians neatly. When the inter-center separation
is, say 10, then the unit variate Gaussians have the property that in the projection onto
the line joining their centers, the distance of most data points to their own center is
less than the distance to the other center by at least a constant number of standard devi-
ations. So requiring such a proximity condition in the projection may be more reasonable.

The discussion so far was for Gaussians. We would like to deal with general data
where there is no stochastic model of how it is generated. First, we describe a simple
replacement for standard deviation in each direction for such data. Keeping in mind that
the variance of a stochastically generated set of points in a direction v, where v is any
unit length vector, is the mean squared distance to the center in that direction, we look
at the mean squared distance to the center in direction v of the rows of A. We see that
this quantity is

1

n

n∑
i=1

|(ai − ci)v|2 =
|(A− C)v|2

n
.
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Unlike for spherical Gaussians, this quantity may be different for different v. So we take
the maximum over all directions as a replacement for the standard deviation. We use the
symbol σ for this quantity. Let

σ = max
|v|=1

|(A− C)v|√
n

.

Recall from Chapter 4 on SVD that this maximum is precisely the spectral or 2-norm of
A− C. Thus

σ =
||A− C||2√

n
.

One more point from the Gaussian case will be useful for the general case. Given a
mixture of k spherical Gaussians, each with variance one in each direction, consider the
projections of all the data points onto the k-dimensional space of the Gaussian centers.
In the projection, the Gaussians again have variance one in each direction, so the mean
squared distance of points to their centers is k. So intuitively, the “scale” and separations
between centers will be functions of k as well as σ. Note that since k is much less than n
or d, the dependence on k does not hurt.

The above discussion motivates a natural question. Is the proximity assumption, that
in the projection to the k-dimensional space of centers, each data point is Ω(f(k)σ) closer
to its own center than to any other center, or even a weaker condition, sufficient to enable
us to do the clustering efficiently? Here, f(k) is a function of k.

We will see that the SVD provides a good answer to this question by proving three
results. In Section 2.4.2, we show that if in the optimal clustering the centers are separated
by at least Ω(k3/2σ), then a simple clustering algorithm that projects the data to a lower
dimensional space determined by SVD, clusters most data points correctly. In Section
2.4.3, we show that with no assumptions on separation between centers, a different, but
again simple SVD based method, gives a solution that is within a factor of two of the
optimal. The hardest result is in Section 2.4.4 where we show that the 2-means algorithm
(the case when k = 2) converges exponentially fast to the correct centers provided every
data point satisfies the proximity condition and provided we start with centers within O(σ)
of the optimal centers. Further, the SVD gives us such starting centers. This actually
works for any k, but for simplicity, we have only presented the k = 2 case here which
illustrates all the central ideas. Thus, if the k-means starts with SVD based centers, it
converges fast to the correct solution provided the proximity condition is satisfied. This
perhaps explains the practical success of the k-means algorithm.

2.4.2 SVD Clusters Most Points Correctly

Let A be an n×d matrix of data points we wish to cluster and let B be the best rank k
approximation to A. Suppose we found a set of centers using B. We would hope that the
centers would be good for A. The set of centers would be an n×d rank k-matrix C where
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the ith row of C is the center corresponding to the element in the ith row of B. In Lemma
2.5, we show for any rank k matrix C that the sum of distances squared, |B − C|2F , is less
than or equal to 5k |A− C|22 or 5k times the square of the maximum distance between a
row of A and a row of C. Thus, if C is the optimal centers for A, then C is also close to
B and clustering the projected points is likely to result in the centers close to C. This
establishes that using the rank k approximation B to A to cluster points of A is almost
as good as using A itself. ABOVE SENTENCE IS CONFUSING. A COULD BE
MUCH FARTHER FROM C THAN B

Lemma 2.5 Suppose A is an n×d matrix and suppose C is an n×d rank k matrix. Let
B be the best rank k approximation to A found by SVD. Then,

1. ||B − C||2F ≤ 5k||A − C||22. Thus, the SVD rank k matrix B is almost as close to
any rank k matrix C as A is.

2. The average squared distance between bi and ci is at most 5kσ2 (A).

3. Suppose there are n
k

points in each cluster and that the rows of C are the clus-
ter centers. Assume that between any two centers in C, the separation is at least
150k3/2σ (A). Then we can correctly cluster all but a 1

100k
[SHOULD THIS BE

1
125k2 ] fraction of the data points with a simple randomized algorithm using the ma-
trix B instead of A. The algorithm has at least 99% probability of success.

Proof: Let u1,u2, · · · ,uk be the top k singular vectors of A. Extend the set of the top
k singular vectors to an orthonormal basis u1,u2, · · · ,up of the vector space spanned by
the rows of B and C. Note that p ≤ 2k since B is spanned by u1,u2, · · ·uk and C is of
rank at most k. Then,

||B − C||2F =
k∑
t=1

|(B − C)ut|2 +

p∑
t=k+1

|(B − C)ut|.

Since {ui| 1 ≤ i ≤ k} are the top k singular vectors of A and since B is the rank k ap-

proximation to A, for 1 ≤ t ≤ k, Au
(t)
u = Bu

(t)
u and thus

∣∣(B − C)u(t)
∣∣2 =

∣∣(A− C)u(t)
∣∣2.

For t > k, Bu(t) = 0, thus
∣∣(B − C)u(t)

∣∣2 =
∣∣Cu(t)

∣∣2. From this it follows that

‖B − C‖2
F =

k∑
t=1

|(A− C)ut|2 +

p∑
t=k+1

|Cut|2

≤ k||A− C||22 +

p∑
t=k+1

|Aut + (C − A)ut|2

Using |a+ b|2 ≤ 2|a|2 + 2|b|2
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‖B − C‖2
F ≤ k||A− C||22 + 2

p∑
t=k+1

|Aut|2 + 2

p∑
t=k+1

|(C − A)ut|2

≤ k||A− C||22 + 2 (p− k − 1)σ2
k+1(A) + 2 (p− k − 1) ||A− C||22

Using p ≤ 2k implies k > p− k − 1

‖B − C‖2
F ≤ k||A− C||22 + 2kσ2

k+1(A) + 2k||A− C||22. (2.1)

Next we claim that σk+1(A) ≤ ||A−C||2 which would give ||B−C||2F ≤ 5k||A−C||22.
To see that σk+1(A) ≤ ||A− C||2, suppose not. Let v be the k + 1st singular vector of A
with v orthogonal to u(1), u(2), · · · , u(k). Then, the supposition that σk+1 (A) > ‖A− C‖2

implies

|Cv| ≥ |Av| − |(A− C)v| = σk+1 (A)− |(A− C)v| ≥ σk+1(A)− ||A− C||2 > 0

and for t = 1, 2, · · · k,

|Cu(t)| ≥ |Au(t)| − |(A− C)u(t)| ≥ σk+1(A)− ||A− C||2 > 0

This means there are k+1 orthonormal vectors which applied to C yield a nonzero vector,
implying that C has rank k + 1 or more, a contradiction. Putting in the upper bound of
||A−C||2 on σk+1(A) in Equation 2.1 gives ‖B − C‖2

F ≤ 5k ‖A− C‖2
2, proving (1) of the

lemma.

The average squared distance of a bi to ci is
||B−C||2F

n
≤ ||B − C||2F which by (1) is at

most 5kσ2 (A) proving (2).

We now prove (3). Assume the inter-center separation is at least 150k
3
2σ (A). Call

point i good if |bi−ci| ≤ 25k3/2σ (A) and bad otherwise. If the fraction of bad points is f ,
then

∑
i

|bi− ci|2 ≥ 625fnk3σ2 (A). But by (2),
∑
i

|bi− ci|2 ≤ 5knσ2 (A). Thus, f ≤ 1
125k2 .

Assume that all the bad points fall into a single cluster. Since there are n
k

points in each
cluster, the fraction of bad points in the cluster is at most the total number of bad points
divided by the number of points in a single cluster, or n

125k2
k
n

= 1
125k

.

Consider a good i. We have |bi − ci| ≤ 25k3/2σ (A). If j is another good point in
the same cluster, then clearly, |bi − bj| ≤ 50k3/2σ (A). If j is a good point in a different
cluster, then since it is at most 25k3/2σ (A) from its center and the centers are at least
150k3/2σ (A) apart, we must have |bi − bj| > 100k3/2σ (A) which is more than twice the
separation between two good points in the same cluster. Thus, in addition to most points
being good, a good point is much closer in B to good points in its own cluster than points
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in any other cluster.

We can use the above to devise a simple clustering procedure. First, pick a row bi at
random. Then pick at random a second row of B from among those at distance greater
than 50k3/2σ (A) from the first. Repeat this for k steps, at each step picking a random
row of B from among those at distance greater than 50k3/2σ (A) from all of the already
picked rows. With high probability, we would pick k good points, one from each cluster.
If this holds, then clustering all points according to which picked point it is closest to,
clearly clusters all good points correctly proving (3). What is the probability that we
pick a good point in step r+ 1 given that we have picked good points in the first r steps?
Since the first r points are good, they must all be from different clusters and all the good
points in the remaining k− r clusters are at distance at least 50k3/2σ (A) from the points
already picked, i.e., there are at least

(k − r)n
k
− 1

125k

n

k
≥ n

k
− n

125k2
≥ 124

125

n

k
≥ 4n

5k

candidate points left to pick from, of which at most n
125k2 are bad; so the probability of a

bad choice is at most n
125k2

5k
4n

= 1
100k

. Thus, the probability of any of the k choices of the
algorithm being bad is at most 1

100
.

2.4.3 SVD Gives a Factor of Two Approximation to Optimal Clustering

SVD based Clustering Algorithm

We now show that a slightly different SVD-based clustering algorithm always gives a
clustering in which the sum of squared distance to the centers is within a factor of two of
optimal. The algorithm starts with n data points in d-dimensions given as the rows of a
matrix A. It finds the best rank k approximation to A. Call this matrix B. Then it finds
the optimal k-means clustering of B and uses the centers of these clusters to cluster the
rows of A.

The main point of the algorithm is the dimension reduction. Instead of a clustering
problem in d-dimensional space, we solve a clustering problem in k-dimensional space and
since k << d in general, this gives us a saving. Here, we do not show how to solve the
k-dimensional problem, but even an approximate solution to it provides an approximate
solution to the whole problem.

Lemma 2.6 Let B be the best rank k approximation to A. Find the optimal solution for
the k-means problem on B. The k centers that are found will solve the k-means problem
for A within a factor of two of the optimal.

Proof: Suppose that the optimal cost for the k-means problem on A is ∆. Let C be the
rank k, n × d matrix whose ith row is the center for ai in the optimal clusteringoof A.
Then ‖A− C‖2

F = ∆. Since B is the best rank k approximation to A

‖A−B‖2
F ≤ ‖A− C‖

2
F = ∆.
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Let Cproj be the matrix obtained by projecting the rows of C onto the space spanned by
rows of B. Then

‖B − Cproj‖2
F ≤ ‖A− C‖

2
F = ∆

since the rows of B − Cproj are projections of the rows of A− C onto the space spanned
by rows of B.

Let CBopt be the matrix of optimal centers for B. Then using the optimal centers for
B to cluster A

‖A− CBopt‖2
F = ‖A−B‖2

F + ‖B − CBopt‖2
F

since each row of A − B is orthogonal to the corresponding row of ‖B − CBopt‖. Thus
‖A− CBopt‖2

F ≤ 2∆ proving the claimed factor of two.

2.4.4 Convergence of the 2-means Algorithm Started on SVD Centers

There is substantial literature on the convergence of the k-means algorithm to the
optimal centers. There are examples to show that for certain starting centers, we do not
get convergence to the optimal centers. Instead the algorithm converges to some local
optimum instead of the global optimum. If the centers we start with are near the optimal
centers, we would hope to get convergence to the optimal centers.

In this section we show that the optimal centers for the clustering problem are close to
the optimal centers for the problem in the lower dimensional SVD space. Then we show
that if we start close to the optimal centers, the algorithm will converge to the optimal
centers. This suggests finding centers in the lower dimensional SVD space and then using
these centers for the problem in the original space.

Again let A be the n × d data matrix and let B be the best rank k approximation
to A. Call the optimal centers for B, SVD centers for short. Lemma 8.7 shows that for
every optimal center for A, there is a close by SVD center; so, starting the k-means algo-
rithm with the SVD centers makes good sense. Lemma 8.8 shows that in each iteration of
k-means starting with the SVD centers, the centers get closer to the optimal centers for
A. For this, we must show that the misclassified points, ones which are currently placed
in the wrong cluster, do not pull the cluster center too far from the optimal center.

In what follows, to avoid messy expressions, we use the O and Ω notation. This is to
be read as, we can choose the constants in the hypotheses involving O and Ω notations, so
that there are some constants with which the conclusions involving O and Ω are satisfied.

Lemma 2.7 Let A be an n × d matrix with each row a data point and let B be the best
rank k approximation to A. Let CBopt be the n× d matrix of SVD centers obtained by the
optimal k-means clustering of B. If each cluster has Ω(n) data points, then each optimal

center of A is within distance O
(√

kσ
)

of an SVD center.

13



Proof: Suppose for sake of contradiction, that the optimal center µ for the cluster of A
containing a data point a is distance at least Ω(

√
kσ) from every SVD center. Suppose ν

is the closest SVD center to a. Thus |u− v|2 ≥ Ω (kσ2). Let b be the projection of a in
B. The cost of b in the SVD solution is

|b− ν|2 = |(µ− ν)− (µ− bi)|2 ≥
1

2
|µ− ν|2 − |µ− b|2 ≥ Ω(kσ2)− |µ− b|2,

where, we have used |a− b|2 ≥ 1
2
|a|2 − |b|2 for any two vectors a and b.

The cost of the SVD solution is at least the cost of the cluster containing b. Adding
over all points in the cluster, the cost of the SVD-solution is at least

Ω(knσ2)− ||B − C||2F ≥ Ω(knσ2)

since ‖B − C‖2
F ≤ 5kσ2 by Lemma 8.5(i). But the cost of clustering B is ‖B − CBopt‖2

F

which by Lemma 8.5(i) is at most 5k ‖A− CBopt‖2
2 ≤ 5kσ2 a contradiction, completing

the proof.

Now, we restrict attention to the case of two clusters still assuming Ω(n) data points
in each cluster and show that the k-means algorithm (now really the 2-means algorithm)
when started with the SVD centers converges to the correct centers provided a proximity
condition is satisfied.

Definition: Let µ1 and µ2 be the optimal centers for the 2-means criterion and let `
be the line joining µ1 and µ2. A point x is said to be in proximity to µ1 if the point on `
closest to x (namely the projection of x onto `) is at least Ω(σ) closer to µ1 than to µ2.
A data point a, which in the optimal clustering belongs to the cluster centered at µ1, is
said to satisfy the proximity condition if it is in proximity to µ1. Similar definitions apply
interchanging µ1 and µ2. If at least one data point satisfies the proximity condition, then
the distance between the two optimal centers is at least Ω(σ).

Some Notation: Let ν1 and ν2 be the current centers with |µ1−ν1| ≤ δ and |µ2−ν2| ≤ δ
where δ ∈ O(σ). We call a point x, which is not necessarily a data point, a misclassified
point if x is closer to µ1 than to µ2, but is closer to ν2 than to ν1. The reason is obvious.
There is another kind of misclassified point, namely one that is closer to µ2 than to µ1,
but is closer to ν1 than to ν2, but we do not for the moment deal with these. Let h be the
mid-point between µ1 and µ2. If F is the set of misclassified data points, then we argue
that F does not move µ2 too much. This will follow from (ii) below. But the crucial
technical part of the argument is in the proof of (i) which is used in proving (ii). (i) basi-
cally asserts that for any misclassified point x, which is in proximity to µ1, its component
perpendicular to ` is large in relation to its distance along ` from the midpoint h. The
picture introduced in the proof will be helpful.
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x

u1 u2

m

σ
2

Figure 2.1: A point x is in proximity to u1 if its projection on the line u1u2 is at least σ
closer to u1 than to u2. The shaded region indicates points in proximity to u1

Lemma 2.8 Let u1 and u2 be the optimal centers for 2-means clustering of some data
and let h be the midpoint of the line u1u2. Let ν1 and ν2 be the current centers with
|µ1 − ν1| ≤ δ and |µ2 − ν2| ≤ δ where δ ∈ O(σ). Assume all data points satisfy the
proximity condition. Suppose a point x which is in proximity to µ1 is a misclassified point
and w is its projection onto the line u1u2.

1. |xw| ≥ Ω
(
|wh||µ1−µ2|

δ

)
.

2. Let F be the set of misclassified data points. Then,∑
i∈F

|(ai − µ2)| ≤ O(nδ)

3. Let η1 and η2 be the new centers after one iteration of the 2-means algorithm. Then,
|µ1 − η1| ≤ δ

2
and |µ2 − η2| ≤ δ

2
.

Condition (i) states that a misclassified point x must be far from the line u1u2 relative to
the distance between u1 and u2. Condition (ii) states that the sum of the distances to u2

of misclassified points must be small and since the points are far from the line u1u2 there
cannot be too many misclassified points.

Before giving the proof, we supply an intuition with some assumptions, and then give
a proof without assumptions. For the intuition, assume (momentarily) that µ1, µ2, ν1 and
ν2 are co-planer and that µ1 +µ2 = ν1 +ν2, so that the lines µ1 to µ2 and ν1 to ν2 intersect
at their mid-points. Figure 8.2 depicts this situation. The point x being nearer ν2 than
ν1 means it lies to the right of the perpendicular bisector of ν1 and ν2 and the fact that it
is in proximity to µ1 means that it lies to the left of the vertical line shown in the picture.
This confines it to the cone with apex z going upwards and left from z in the picture.
This then implies that x ‘s vertical distance to the line µ1 to µ2 is high since ν1 ≈ µ1 and
ν2 ≈ µ2 imply that the angle between the lines is small. This implies that there cannot
be too many misclassified data points since that would push

∑
i∈cluster 1

|ai− c1|2 too high.
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of the cost of a misclassified point.

This is the purely 2-dimensional geometric intuition for the proof which we will now carry
out properly, with the picture in Figure 8.3 which does not make any assumptions.

Proof: Let p and q be the projections of ν1 and ν2 onto the line joining µ1 and µ2. Since
the SVD centers, v1 and v2, are close to the optimal centers, u1 and u2, |µ1− ν1| ≤ δ and
|µ2 − ν2| ≤ δ . It follows that |p− ν1|, |q − ν2|, |p− µ1|, and |q − µ2| are all less than or
equal to δ

In the picture, pq is shown as a horizontal line. The optimal centers, u1 and u2, are
collinear with p and q, and are close respectively to p and q. Let r = q+ |ν2 − ν1|. In the
picture r is vertically above q.

As in (i), let x be a misclassified point. Let z be the projection of x+ p− ν1 onto the
plane containing p, q, and r. Let w be the projection of z onto the line pq. Consider the
triangle whose vertices are w, x, and x+p−v1. Clearly |xw|+ |p− v1| ≥ |x+ p− v1 − w|
or |xw| ≥ |x+ p− ν1 −w| − |p− ν1|. Now since |p− v1| < δ, |xw| ≥ |x+ p− ν1 −w| − δ.
Since p−ν1 is perpendicular to pq, |xw| ≥ |zw|− δ. EXPLAIN PREVIOUS CLAIM

Since WHAT SHOULD FOLLOWING SYMBOL BE?σε δ ∈ O
(
|wh||µ1−µ2|

δ

)
, to

show (i), it suffices to show that |zw| ≥ Ω
(
|wh||µ1−µ2|

δ

)
(10.4.1)

We added p− ν1 to x to get z, to v1 to get p, and to v2 to get r. Since x is closer to
ν2 than to ν1, we have that z is closer to r than to p. Draw the perpendicular from z to
line pr. The perpendicular intersects line pr at s, where s is closer to r than to p. The
line zs intersects the line u1u2 at a point m. Also, let st be the perpendicular from s to
the line u1u2; by similar triangles ∆prq and ∆pst, t is to the right of the mid-point of pq.
We have

tan(∠rpq) =
rq

pq
=

|p− ν1|+ |q − ν2|
|µ1 − µ2| − |p− µ1| − |q − µ2|

≤ 2δ

|µ1 − µ2| − 2δ
.

By similar triangles ∆prq and ∆mzw, tan(∠rpq) = tan(∠mzw) = wm
zw
≤ 2δ
|µ1−µ2|−2δ

which
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Figure 2.3: Relationship between a misclassified point x and the centers u1 and u2.
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implies

zw ≥ wm(|µ1 − µ2| − 2δ)

2δ
.

Assuming we have ensured |µ1 − µ2| ≥ 4δ , zw ≥ wt|µ1−µ2|
4δ

.

By the proximity assumption, we know that w is at least a distance ∆ ∈ Ω(σ) from
the mid-point of µ1 and µ2. Since t is to the right of the mid-point of pq, t is at most δ
to the left of 1

2
(µ1 + µ2) and so, wt≥ ∆− δ from which we get (8.4.1) and thus (i).

Now, we prove (ii). Let F be the set of misclassified data points and let m(F ) be the
centroid of F . Clearly, m(F ) is a misclassified point and it is also in proximity to µ1, since
all data points under consideration are in proximity to u1. Let w be the projection of m(F )
onto the line u1u2. By (i) and proximity, we have WHY SECOND INEQUALITY?

|m(F )− w| ≥ Ω

(
|wh||µ1 − µ2|

δ

)
≥ |wh||µ1 − µ2|.

So,

|m(F )− µ2| ≤ |m(F )− w|+ |wh|+ |h− µ2| ≤ 3|m(F )− w| ≤ 3|m(F )− µ1|

=
3

|F |
|
∑
i∈F

(ai − µ1)|

Also, |
∑
i∈F

(ai − µ1)| =
√
|F ||u(A− C)| ≤

√
|F |||A − C||2, where u is the unit length

vector with 1√
|F |

in the positions i ∈ F and 0 elsewhere. Thus

|F ||m(F )− µ2| ≤ 3
√
|F |||A− C||2 (8.4.2)

Let āi denote the projection of ai onto the plane of p, q, and r. Since each ai, i ∈ F is
misclassified, we have by applying (i) to each such ai separately, that the component of

āi − µ1 perpendicular to u1u2 is at least Ω
(
σ|µ1−µ2|

δ

)
. Thus,

∑
i∈F

|āi − µ1|2 ≥ Ω

(
|F |σ2|µ1 − µ2|2

δ2

)
.

So, w||Ā− C||2F ≥ Ω
(
|F |σ2|µ1−µ2|2

δ2

)
, which implies that |F | ≤ O

(
||Ā−C||2F δ

2

σ2|µ1−µ2|2

)
. But, if now

u and v are a basis for the plane of p,q, and r , then

||Ā− C||2F = |(Ā− C)u|2 + |(Ā− C)v|2 = |(A− C)u|2 + |(A− C)v|2 ≤ 2||A− C||22.

So, |F | ≤ O
(
||A−C||22δ2

σ2|µ1−µ2|2

)
. Plugging this into (10.4.2), we get

|F ||m(F )− µ2| ≤ O

(
||A− C||22δ
σ|µ1 − µ2|

)
≤ cδn,
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B

A

Figure 2.4: Example where 2-median clustering B illustrated by the dashed line is not
natural.

for a suitably small constant c, where the last step is assuming we adjust the constants
right. This implies (ii). Now, from Exercise ???, it follows that adding F to the wrong
cluster moves µ2 by at most δ/10 after adjusting constants. Similarly (and this we leave
as an exercise ???) removing the points which are closer to ν1 than ν2 (but are closer to
µ2 than to µ1) does not move µ2 by more than δ/10. This proves that the new center η2

satisfies |η2−µ2| ≤ δ/2 and we apply the symmetric reasoning to show that |η1−µ1| ≤ δ/2
completing the proof.

2.4.5 Recursive Clustering Based on the Second Eigenvector

The criteria for clustering examined so far can be considered the “global optimality
criteria” since we were minimizing the total sum of distances or sum of distances squared
from the cluster center. The criteria were also made more definite by fixing k the number
of clusters in advance (though this can be relaxed by trying various k). But global criteria
can sometimes mislead. Consider the example in the 2.4, where the 2-median criterion
gives the 2-clustering B. But defining the similarity between two objects as either the
inverse of the distance between them or some other inverse function of the distance, the
points in the inner circle have high similarity to other nearby points in the inner circle,
whereas they have low similarity to all points of the outer circle, so the 2-clustering A is
more natural.

In these contexts, we wish to divide the objects into clusters so that objects are in the
same cluster as points that are highly similar and the total similarities between pairs of
objects in different clusters is low. Just ensuring that the total sum of similarities among
objects in one cluster is high is not sufficient since this permits the cluster to be comprised
of two cliques (high pairwise similarities) that are disjoint and have no similarity between
them. The cluster should really be split into two clusters. So, we stipulate that each
cluster must be a natural cluster which cannot be split further, or in other words, there is
no split of a cluster into two in which the total similarities between the two parts is low.
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This suggests a recursive clustering procedure that starts with all objects in the same
cluster. If there is some split into two subsets with low total similarity between the two
parts, then split the cluster and repeat on each part until no further splits are possible.

Unfortunately, if the similarities were uniformly spread, the split of any subset into
two parts, one of which is a singleton will have low total similarity and this procedure will
tend to subdivide the set into singletons or very small subsets which is not useful. The
difficulty here is the following. Let di =

∑
j

aij be the total similarity of object i to all

the others. Assume for the moment that the di are all roughly equal. Further, suppose
that for any subset S of s objects (s small) , the total similarity of objects in this subset
to objects outside , namely

∑
i∈S

∑
j∈S̄

aij is roughly sdi. Then going by such totals will favor

small s, tending to decimate the set. Instead, it makes better sense to measure the total
similarity of S to the rest of the set divided by s, i.e., the “per object” similarity to the
outside. Note that this does not favor singletons being split off. But the division by s,
the number of objects in S, only makes sense if the similarities were evenly spread. ADD
SENTENCE EXPLAINING In the more general case, a better approach is to divide
the sum of similarities between pairs of objects where one is in S and the other is in S by
the sum of similarities between objects in S.

Definition: Let A be a matrix with nonnegative entries (and no all-zero rows) and
let di =

∑
j

aij be the row sums of A. Then for any subset S of rows of A, define the

conductance Φ(S, S̄) by:

Φ(S, S̄) =

∑
i∈S,j∈S̄

aij∑
i∈S

di
.

The conductance of A is defined as the minimum of Φ(S, S̄) over all S with∑
i∈S

di ≤ 1/ 2

∑
all j

dj.

The last restriction to sets of at most 1/2 the total similarities is natural. EXPLAIN
WHY? WHY NOT EXCHANGE S AND S̄? IS S GREATER THAN 1/2?

The high-level description of the recursive clustering algorithm follows.

Recursive Clustering
If a set has a low conductance subset S of objects, split the set into S and S̄ and
repeat in each part. In the recursive repetition, define conductance the same way,
but now “all” refers only to objects in the current set under consideration.
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Finding whether there is a set S with conductance at most some value is NP-hard. Luckily,
eigenvalues and eigen vectors (which can be computed fast) give us an approximation to
conductance. The connection between eigenvalues and conductance, known as Cheeger’s
inequality, is a deep one with applications to Markov chains among others.

Normalize the rows of A to sum to one. Let di =
∑
j

aij be the row sums of A and

set pij =
aij
di

. If the row sums di were very different, the rows with low total similarity
would not be that important and could be discarded. Note that the matrix P may not
be symmetric even though A as a matrix of similarities is symmetric. P is a stochastic
matrix, i.e., a matrix of nonnegative entries with row sums equal one. Recall that the
transition probability matrix of a Markov chain also has this property.

Define a vector π of normalized row sums by

πi =
di∑
j

dj
.

Then, clearly
∑
i

πi = 1. Since A is symmetric

πipij =
di∑
k

dk

aij
di

=
aij∑
k

dk
=

aji∑
k

dk
=

dj∑
k

dk

aji
dj

= πjpji.

Thus we have the property, πipij = πjpji, which in the context of Markov chains is called
time-reversibility. In the case of Markov chains, πi is the probability that a random walk
is at vertex i. Now di = πi

∑
k

dk and aij = pijdi which gives aij = pijπ
∑
k

dk. Thus,

Φ(S, S̄) =

∑
i∈S;j∈S̄

aij∑
i∈S

di
=

∑
k

dk
∑

i∈S;j∈S̄
πipij∑

k

dk
∑
i∈S

πi
=

∑
i∈S;j∈S̄

πipij∑
i∈S

πi
.

Find the second (left) eigen vector v of the matrix P and the corresponding eigen value
λ2. Define a column vector u by ui = vi

πi
. Then time reversibility implies that u is a right

eigenvector of P with eigenvalue λ2. ADD SOME EXPLANATION Lemma 5.10

The connection between λ2 and conductance is given in the next two lemmas. The first
lemma states that if λ2 is close to one, the gap between the first and second eigenvalues
is small, then there is a way of splitting the set of objects into two parts with low total
similarity between the parts, i.e., low conductance. Further, this split is constructive and
can be found from the second left eigenvector. This is the harder lemma and is called
Cheeger’s inequality. The second is a converse (not a precise converse) which says that
if the eigenvalue gap is large, the conductance is high, so we should not split the cluster
since the whole makes sense as one cluster.
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Lemma 2.9 IF P IS STOCHASTIC AREN’T THE ROW SUMS di = 1?
LEMMA STATEMENT NEEDS WORK.
Let P be a stochastic matrix satisfying time-reversibility. Let di =

∑
j

pij denote the

ith column sum. If λ2 = 1 − δ, then given the second right eigen vector u, there is a
real number γ such that S = {j|uj ≤ γ} has

∑
i∈S

di ≤ 1/ 2

∑
j

dj and Φ(S, S̄) is at most

c
√
δ ln(1/πmin), where πmin is the minimum πi =

∑
j∈S

dj∑
all j

dj
.

NOTE LEMMA STATEMENT USES SECOND RIGHT EIGENVECTOR.
EARLIER INTRO MATERIAL SAYS LEFT EIGEN VECTOR.

Note that there are only n candidate values for γ, namely each coordinate ui of the
vector u . We can try the corresponding set S for each of them, compute Φ(S, S̄) for each
and take the minimum of Φ(S, S̄) over all ui.

Proof: (Idea first) We first supply an intuition in the toy case when λ2 = 1. Let ui be
the largest component of the eigen vector u. By the definition of eigen vector, Pu = u
and thus

∑
j

pijuj = ui. Since for each i the pij are non-negative and sum to one, we have

ui =
∑
j

pijuj ≤
∑
j

pijui = ui.

Thus, all inequalities in the chain must be equations. This implies that pij must be zero
for all j with uj < ui. But since

∑
i

πiui = 0, WHY? there must be at least one i with

ui 6= uj which implies that the graph must have more than one connected component. I
AM LOST If S is the set of vertices of a connected component, clearly, Φ(S, S̄) = 0.
The idea in this proof is that the i with the highest ui cannot have too many connections
(pij) with the lower uj since that would affect the average too much. The real proof will
go along similar lines, but is obviously more complicated. In the proof we use π (R) to

stand for
∑
i∈R

πi and π(≤ k) to stand for
k∑
i=1

πi and other similar notation.

Proof: After renumbering the objects, assume without loss of generality that u1 ≥ u2 ≥
· · · ≥ un. For any two subsets R and T of {1, 2, . . . , n}, define F (R, T ) =

∑
i∈R j∈T

πipij. We

can think of F (R, T ) as a weighted sum of edge weights from R to T . By time reversibility,
πipij = πjpji and thus F (R, T ) = F (T,R). It is easy to see that F (R, T ) ≤ π(R) and
F (R, T ) ≤ π(T ). WHY? We claim that for any k,

(1− λ2)
k∑
i=1

πiui =
∑
i ≤ k
j > k

πipij(ui − uj) (10.4.1)
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To see this, write the left hand side of Eq. 8.4.1 as∑
i≤k

πiui −
∑
i≤k

πi(Pu)i =
∑
i≤k

∑
j

πiuipij −
∑
i≤k

∑
j

πipijuj.

The terms for i ≤ k and j ≤ k cancel each other out leaving us with the right hand side
of Eq. 8.4.1.

Consider the least s with us ≤ 0. If π(≤ s − 1) > 1/2, then replace u by −u (which
is also an eigenvector). This results in an s with us ≤ 0 and π(≤ s− 1) ≤ 1/ 2 .

We will use (8.4.1) to show something analogous to what we did in the toy case.
Consider any k. The set ≤ k will be the high ui’s. We will argue by contradiction that
F (≤ k,> k) cannot be high for every k. We assume for contradiction that F (≤ k,> k)
is high. Then, we choose a suitable l ≥ k + 1, so that F (≤ k,> l) is not much lower
than F (≤ k,> k). Now, since, there is a definite gap between uk and ul, we argue that
F (≤ k,> l) being too high, upsets the averaging.

F (≤ k,> l) cannot be too high; otherwise, the average will go awry. Choose l so
that F (≤ k,> l) is not much lower. Let k ≤ s − 1 and let l ≥ k + 1 be the greatest

integer such that
l−1∑

i=k+1

πi ≤ 50α
√
βπ(≤ k). If F (≤ k,> k) ≤ 100

√
δ
√
βπ(≤ k), where,

β = ln(1/πmin), then we are done, so assume not. Then,

∑
i≤k<j

πiPij(ui − uj) ≥
∑

i≤k;j≥l

πiPij(uk − ul) = F (≤ k,≥ l)(uk − ul)

= (F (≤ k,> k)− F (≤ k, {k + 1 . . . , l − 1})) (uk − ul) ≥ 50
√
δ
√
βπ(≤ k)(uk − ul),

by the choice of l. Thus, from the claim, we have

uk − ul ≤
√
δ

50
√
β

v(≤ k)

π(≤ k)
≤
√
δ

50β
u1.

Now, divide {1, 2, · · · } into groups as follows: the first group consists of just {1}. If the
current last group ends in k, the next group is {k+1, . . . , l} with l defined as above. Since
π(≤ l) ≥

(
1 + 50α

√
β
)
π(≤ k), we have at most

√
β/50α groups until s − 1 and in each

group, the u value falls by at most αu1/50
√
β. So, us > u1/2 contradicting the fact that

us ≤ 0.

We now give a proof of the converse lemma which is much easier, namely that if
λ2 ≤ 1 − δ, then for every S, the conductance is high which implies intuitively that the
cluster is really a natural one; it has no sparse split. We first prove two technical lemmas
that will be used in the proof.
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Lemma 2.10 Let A be a symmetric matrix and define pij =
aij
di

where di is the row

sum
∑
j

aij. Let πi = di∑
j
dj

and let D be the diagonal matrix with πi as its entries. Then

D
1
2PD−

1
2 is a symmetric matrix with the same eigenvalues as P .

Proof: Note that multiplying P by D−
1
2 on the right multiplies the jth column of P by√∑

i
di

√
dj

and multiplying on the left by D
1
2 multiplies the ith row by

√
di√∑
j
dj

. Thus the element

in the ith row and jth column of D
1
2PD−

1
2 is

aij
di

1√
dj

=
aij√
didj

and hence D
1
2PD−

1
2 is

symmetric. If v is an eigenvector of P with eigenvalue λ, then
∑
j

aijvj = λvi. But then the

vector whose jth component is an eigenvector forD
1
2PD−

1
2 . Note

∑
j

aij√
didj

√
djvj = 1√

di
λvi

and hence λ is also an eigenvalues for D
1
2PD−

1
2 .

The usual definition of the second eigenvalues of a matrix is the maximum of xTBx
over all x, |x| = 1 and x orthogonal to the first eigenvector v1. Alternatively we could
search for the 2-dimensional subspace V that maximizes the minimum over all unit vectors
in V of xTBx. These two definitions of the second eigenvalues are equivalent and this is
why the greedy algorithm in Section ?? works.

Lemma 2.11 max
|x| = 1
x⊥v1

xTBx = max
V

min
|x| = 1
x ∈ V

xTBx.

Proof: Let u be the unit vector in V that minimizes xTBx. Clearly the value given by
the second definition is at least λ2 since the space spanned by v1 and v2 yields λ2. So
assume that the second definition gives a value greater than λ2. Then v1 cannot be in
V since the vector v in V perpendicular to v1 minimizes xTBx in V . But the V for
which this is minimized is obtained when v = v2. Thus, assume v1 not in V . Consider
V ′ spanned by v1 and any v in V perpendicular to v1. Then v is the vector in V ′ that
minimizes xTBx and gives a minimum that exceeds λ2, a contradiction. Hence both
definitions give the same value for the second eigenvalues.

Having found a low conductance cut using the eigenvector, partition the rows and
columns of the matrix into two parts and proceed recursively on each of the two parts.
Now there is a question of how to normalize the two parts. Let C be the |S| × |S| sub
matrix of A restricted to one of the parts. We could again scale the rows to have row
sums one. But then, recall that we wish to make the total similarities between clusters
small. The scaling will upset the computation of the total similarities over the steps. A
better solution is to leave all off-diagonal entries of B as they are and adjust the diagonal
entry (self-similarity) in each row of B so the row sums to one and B again becomes
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stochastic. This clearly does not upset the computation of total intra-cluster similarity.
Note also that this normalization does not alter the conductance either. To summarize,
the algorithm is:

Second eigen vector based clustering

Normalize the similarity matrix A to a matrix B with row sums equal to one. SPEC-
IFY δ?

1. Find the second eigen value λ2 and second eigen vector of B.

2. If λ2 ≤ 1− δ, stop.

3. If λ2 > 1− δ, find a sparse cut S, S̄ as above.

4. For the matrix restricted to each part, normalize by making each diagonal entry
equal to one minus the sum of off-diagonal entries in the row. Let the sub matrix
be B.

5. Go to 1.

Lemma 2.12 Let B be a symmetric matrix whose second eigenvalue λ2 ≤ 1− δ. For any
subset of rows S with π(S) ≤ 1

2
, the conductance Φ(S, S̄) is at least δ/2.

Proof: Suppose there exists an S with π(S) ≤ 1
2

and Φ
(
S, S̄

)
< δ

2
. Consider two vectors.

The first vector has
√
πi for i ∈ S and 0 for i /∈ S and the second has

√
πi for i /∈ S and 0

for i ∈ S. Let v ∈ V be orthogonal to u. By Lemma 2.12 max
V

min
x

xTBx ≥ λ2 since the

space spanned by the first and second eigenvectors achieve the value λ2.

2.5 Kernel Methods

The k-means criteria cannot separate clusters that are not linearly separable in the
input space. This is because, in the final clustering, each cluster is defined by the set of
data points closest to a particular cluster center. Indeed, all the methods so far, includ-
ing spectral methods, optimized a well-defined objective function and assumed that the
problem was already well formulated, either in terms of distances or similarities. In this
section, we discuss a method of altering the problem formulation so that we can get the
desired clustering.

In the chapter on learning, we saw many examples that were not linearly separable
in the original space, but were linearly separable when mapped to a higher dimensional
space using a nonlinear function called a kernel. An analogous technique can be used in
the case of clustering, but with two differences.

1. There may be any number k of clusters, whereas in learning, there were just two
classes, the positive and negative examples.
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2. There is unlabelled data, i.e., we are not given which cluster each data point belongs
to, whereas in the case of learning each data point was labeled. The clustering sit-
uation is sometimes called “unsupervised” whereas the labeled learning situation is
called “supervised”, the reason being, one imagines a supervisor (human judgement)
supplying the labels.

These two differences do not prevent the application of kernel methods to clustering. In-
deed, here too, one could first embed the data in a different space using the Gaussian or
other kernel and then run k-means in the embedded space. Again, one need not write
down the whole embedding explicitly. But in the learning setting, since there were only
two classes with a linear separator, we were able to write a convex program to find the

normal of the separator. When there are k classes, there could be as many as

(
k
2

)
hyperplanes separating pairs of classes, so the computational problem is harder and there
is no simple convex program to solve the problem. However, we can still run the k-means
algorithm in the embedded space. The centroid of a cluster is kept as the average of the
data points in the cluster. Recall that we only know dot products, not distances in the
higher dimensional space, but we can use the relation |x− y|2 = x · x+ y · y+ 2x · y to go
from dot products to distances. We do not dwell on the details here.

There are situations where the data points, which are high-dimensional points, lie in
a lower dimensional manifold. In such situations, a Gaussian kernel is useful. Say we are
given a set of n points S = {s1, s2, · · · , sn} in Rd that we wish to cluster into k subsets.
The Gaussian kernel uses an affinity measure that emphasizes closeness of points and
drops off exponentially as the points get farther apart. We define the “affinity” between
points i and j by

aij =

{
e−

1
2σ2 ‖si − sj‖2

i 6= j
0 i = j

The affinity matrix gives a closeness measure for points. The measure drops off expo-
nentially fast with distance and thus favors close points. Points farther apart have their
closeness shrink to zero. We give two examples to illustrate briefly the use of Gaussian
kernels. The first example is similar to Figure 2.4 of points on two concentric annuli
we saw earlier. Suppose the annuli are close together, i.e., the distance between them
is δ << 1. Even if we used similarity between objects, rather than say the k-median
criterion, it is not clear that we will get the right clusters; namely two separate circles.
Instead, suppose we sampled the circles at a rate so that adjacent samples are separated
by a distance ε << δ. Define a Gaussian kernel with variance ε2. Then, if sample s1
is on Circle 1 and sample s2 is on Circle 2, we would have e−|s1−s2|

2/2ε2 << 1, so they
are very likely to be put in separate clusters as desired. Our second example has three
curves. Suppose two points from two different curves are never closer than δ. Again, if we
sample at a high enough rate, then every sample will have many other samples from the
same curve close to it giving us high similarity according to the Gaussian kernel, but no
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two samples from different curves will have high similarity. This example can be general-
ized to a situation where the points lie on different “sheets” or low dimensional manifolds.
WITH THE KERNAL METHOD ARE WE REALLY USING SINGLE LINK
TO CLUSTER NOT K-MEANS?

Another data set The rows of y form two very tight clusters.

Two points near each other on the same circle will have a high affinity value, i.e., they
will be close together in this metric. For the right sigma value, the two closest points, one
from each circle, will be infinitely far apart. Thus, the affinity matrix is a band matrix,
consisting of two blocks of data.

2.6 Agglomerative Clustering

Agglomerative clustering starts with each point in a separate cluster and then repeat-
edly merges the two closest clusters into one. There are various criteria to determine
which two clusters are merged at any point. They are based on first defining a distance
between two clusters in terms of the distance between points. Four possibilities are listed
below:

1. Nearest neighbor - the distance between clusters Ci and Cj is the distance between
the points in Ci and Cj that are closest.

dmin (Ci, Cj) = min
x∈Ci
y∈Cj

‖x− y‖

Using this measure we are basically building the minimal cost spanning tree (with
one node per cluster) for the data.

2. Farthest neighbor - the distance between clusters Ci and Cj is the distance between
the points in Ci and Cj that are farthest apart.

dmax (Ci, Cj) = min
x∈Ci
y∈Cj

‖x− y‖

3. Mean - the distance between two clusters is the distance between the centroids of
the clusters

4. Average - the distance between two clusters is the average distance between points
in the two clusters
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dmean

dmin
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Figure 2.5: Illustration of minimum, maximum and mean distances for a set of points.

Agglomerative clustering in moderate and high dimensions often gives rise to a very
unbalanced tree. In this section we try to gain some insight into the cause of this phe-
nomenon. We begin by considering agglomerative clustering of 1-dimensional data. The
1-dimensional case gives rise to a balanced tree.

Consider agglomerative clustering using nearest neighbor of n points on a line. Assume
the distances between adjacent points are independent random variables and measure the
distance between clusters by the distance of the nearest neighbors. Here it is easy to see
that each cluster is always an interval. In this case, any two adjacent points are equally
likely to be merged. The last merge will occur when the largest distance between two
adjacent points is encountered. This is equally likely to be the distance between point i
and point i+ 1 for any i, 1 ≤ i < n. The height of the final merge tree will be one more
than the maximum of the heights of the two sub trees. Let h(n) be the expected height
of a merge tree with n leaves. Then

h (n) = 1 + 1
n

n∑
i=1

max {h (i) , h (n− i)}

= 1 + 2
n

n∑
i=

n
2

+1
h (i)

= 1 + 2
n

3
4
n∑

i=
n
2

+1
h (i) + 2

n

n∑
i=

3
4
n+1

h (i)

Since h(i) is monotonic, for n
2
< i ≤ 3

4
n, bound h (i) by h

(
3
4
n
)

and for 3
4
n < i ≤ n,

bound h (i) by h (n). Thus,

h (n) ≤ 1 + 2
n
n
4
h
(

3n
4

)
+ 2

n
n
4
h (n)

≤ 1 + 1
2
h
(

3n
4

)
+ 1

2
h (n) .
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This recurrence has a solution h (n) ≤ b log n for sufficiently large b. Thus, the merge
tree has no long path and is bushy.

If the n points are in high dimension rather than constrained to a line, then the
distance between any two points, rather than two adjacent points, can be the smallest
distance. One can think of edges being added one at a time to the data to form a spanning
tree. Only now we have an arbitrary tree rather than a straight line. The order in which
the edges are added corresponds to the order in which the connected components are
merged by the agglomerative algorithm. Two extreme cases of the spanning tree for the
set of points are the straight line which gives a bushy agglomerative tree or a star which
gives a skinny agglomerative tree of height n. Note there are two trees involved here, the
spanning tree and the agglomerative tree.

The question is what is the shape of the spanning tree? The probability of an edge
between two components is proportional to the size of the components. Thus, once a
large component forms it will swallow up small components giving a more star like span-
ning tree and hence a tall skinny agglomerative tree. Notice the similarity to the G(n, p)
problem.

If we defined distance between two clusters to be the maximum distance between any
two points in the clusters, then we are more likely to get a bushy spanning tree and a
skinny agglomerative tree. If all distances between points are independent and we have
two clusters of size k and a singleton, connecting the maximum distance between the
points in the two clusters of size k is likely to give a larger distance than connecting the
maximum between the singleton and the k points in a cluster. Thus, the singleton will
likely merge into one of the clusters before the two clusters will merge and in general small
clusters will combine before larger ones, resulting in a bushy spanning tree and a skinny
agglomerative tree.

2.7 Communities, Dense Submatrices

Represent n data points in d-space by the rows of an n× d matrix A. Assume that A
has all nonnegative entries. Examples to keep in mind for this section are the document-
term matrix and the customer-product matrix. We address the question of how to define
and find efficiently a coherent large subset of rows. To this end, the matrix A can be
represented by a bipartite graph. One side has a vertex for each row and the other side a
vertex for each column. Between the vertex for row i and the vertex for column j, there
is an edge with weight aij.

We want a subset S of row vertices and a subset T of column vertices so that A(S, T )
defined as the sum of the entries in the S rows and T columns, i.e., A(S, T ) =

∑
i∈S,j∈T

aij

is high. This simple definition is not good since A(S, T ) will be maximized by taking
all rows and columns. We need a balancing criterion that ensures that A(S, T ) is high
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Figure 2.6: Example of a bipartite graph.

relative to the sizes of S and T . One possibility is to maximize A(S,T )
|S||T | . This is not a good

measure either, since it is maximized by the single edge of highest weight. The definition
we use is the following. Let A be a matrix with nonnegative entries. For a subset S of
rows and a subset T of columns, the density d(S, T ) of S and T is d(S, T ) = A(S,T )√

|S||T |
. The

density d(A) of A is defined as the maximum value of d(S, T ) over all subsets of rows and
columns. This definition applies to bipartite as well as non bipartite graphs.

In the case where A’s rows and columns both represent the same set and aij is the
similarity between object i and object j, the case S = T is clearly of interest. Here
d(S, S) = A(S,S)

|S| . If A is a 0-1 matrix, it can be thought of as the adjacency matrix of an

undirected graph, and d(S, S) is the average degree of a vertex in S. The subgraph of
maximum average degree in a graph can be found exactly by network flow techniques, as
we will show in the next section. We do not know an efficient (polynomial-time) algorithm
for finding d(A) exactly in general. However, we show that d(A) is within a O(log2) factor
of the top singular value of A assuming |aij| ≤ 1 for all i and j. While this is a theoretical
result, the gap may be much better than O(log2) for many problems, making the singular
value and singular vector quite useful. Also, S and T with d(S, T ) ≥ Ω(d(A)/ log2 n) can
be found algorithmically.

Theorem 2.13 Suppose A is a n× d matrix with entries between 0 and 1. Then

σ1(A) ≥ d(A) ≥ cσ1(A)

log n log d

for some constant c. Furthermore, subsets S and T satisfying d(S, T ) ≥ cσ1(A)
logn log d

may be
found from the top singular vector of A.

Proof: Let S and T be the subsets of rows and columns that achieve d(A) = d(S, T ).
Consider a n-vector u which is 1√

|S|
on S and 0 elsewhere and a d-vector v which is 1√

|T |
on T and 0 elsewhere. Then,

σ1 (A) ≥
∑
ij

uivjaij = d(S, T ) = d(A)
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proves the first inequality.

To prove the second inequality, express σ1 (A) in terms of the first left and right
singular vectors x and y.

σ1(A) = xTAy =
∑
i,j

xiaijyj, |x| = |y| = 1.

Since the entries of A are nonnegative, the components of the first left and right singu-
lar vectors must be all positive, that is, xi ≥ 0 and yj ≥ 0 for all i and j. To bound∑
i,j

xiaijyj break the summation into O (log n log d) parts. Each part corresponds to a

given α and β and consists of all i such that α ≤ xi < 2α and all j such that β ≤ yi < 2β.
The log n log d parts are defined by breaking the rows into log n blocks with α equal to
1
2

1√
n
, 1√

n
, 2 1√

n
, 4 1√

n
, · · · , 1 and by breaking the columns into log d blocks with β equal

to 1
2

1√
d
, 1√

d
, 2√

d
, 4√

d
, · · · , 1. The i such that xi <

1
2
√
n

and the j such that yj <
1

2
√
d

will

be ignored at a loss of at most 1
4
σ1(A).

Since
∑
i

x2
i = 1, the set S = {i|α ≤ xi < 2α} has |S| ≤ 1

α2 and similarly,

T = {j|β ≤ yj ≤ 2β} has |T | ≤ 1
β2 . Thus∑

i
α≤xi≤2α

∑
j

β≤yj≤2β

xiyjaij ≤ 4αβA(S, T ) ≤ 4αβd(S, T )
√
|S||T | ≤ 4d(S, T ) ≤ 4d(A).

From this it follows that σ1 (A) ≤ 4d (A) log n log d or d (A) ≥ cσ1(A)
logn log d

proving the second

inequality. Note that in many cases, the nonzero values of xi and yj (after zeroing out the
low entries) will only go from 1

2
1√
n

to c√
n

for xi and 1
2

1√
d

to c√
d

for yj, since the singular
vectors are likely to be balanced given that aij are all between 0 and 1. In this case, there
will be O(1) groups only and the log factors disappear.

Another measure of density is based on similarities. Recall that the similarity between
objects represented by vectors (rows of A) is defined by their dot products. Thus, simi-
larities are entries of the matrix AAT . Define the average cohesion f(S) of a set S of rows
of A to be the sum of all pair wise dot products of rows in S divided by | S |. The average
cohesion of A is the maximum over all subsets of rows of the average cohesion of the subset.

Since the singular values of AAT are squares of singular values of A, we expect f(A)
to be related to σ1(A)2 and d(A)2. Indeed it is. We state the following without proof.

Lemma 2.14 d(A)2 ≤ f(A) ≤ d(A) log n. Also, σ1(A)2 ≥ f(A) ≥ cσ1(A)2

logn
.

f(A) can be found exactly using flow techniques as we will see later.

In this section, we described how to find a large global community. There is another
question, that of finding a small local community including a given vertex. We will visit
this question in Section 8.10.
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Figure 2.7: The directed graph H used by the flow technique to find a dense sugraph

2.8 Flow Methods

We defined notions of dense sub matrices in Section 8.6. Here, we show that finding an
induced subgraph (subgraph on a subset of vertices) of a graph with maximum average
degree can be done by network flow techniques. This is simply maximizing d(S, S) of
Section 8.6 over all subsets S of the graph. We first consider the problem of finding a
subset of vertices such that the induced subgraph has average degree at least λ for some
parameter λ. Then we can do binary search on the value of λ until we find the maximum
λ for which there exists a subgraph with average degree at least λ.

Given a graph G in which one wants to find a dense subgraph, one constructs a directed
graph H from the given graph and then carries out a flow computation on H. H has a
node for each edge of the original graph, a node for each vertex of the original graph, and
two additional nodes s and t. There is a directed edge with cost one from s to each node
corresponding to an edge of the original graph and a directed edge with infinite cost from
each node corresponding to an edge of the original graph to the two nodes corresponding
to the vertices the edge connects. Finally, there is a directed edge with cost λ from each
node corresponding to a vertex of the original graph to t.

Notice there are three types of cut sets of the directed graph that have finite capacity.
The first cuts all arcs from the source. It has capacity e, the number of edges of the
original graph. The second cuts all edges into the sink. It has capacity λv, where v is the
number of vertices of the original graph. The third cuts some arcs from s and some arcs
into t. It partitions the set of vertices and the set of edges of the original graph into two
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Figure 2.8: Cut in flow graph

blocks. The first block contains the source node s, a subset of the edges es, and a subset
of the vertices vs defined by the subset of edges. The first block must contain both end
points of each edge in es; otherwise an infinite arc will be in the cut making it not the
minimum cut. The second block contains t and the remaining edges and vertices. The
edges in this second block either connect vertices in the second block or have one endpoint
in either block. The cut set will cut some infinite arcs from edges not in es coming into
vertices in vs. However, these arcs are directed from nodes in the block containing t to
nodes in the block containing s. Note that any finite cost cut that leaves an edge node
connected to s must cut the two related vertex nodes from t. Thus, there is a cut of cost
e−es+λvs where vs and es are the vertices and edges of a subgraph. For this cut to be the
minimal cut, the quantity e− es + λvs must be minimal over all subsets of vertices of the
original graph and the cost must be less than e and also less than λv. Since e− es+λvs is
minimized over all subsets of vertices and e is fixed, the quantity es − λvs is maximized.
The condition that e− es + λvs is less than e implies that es

vs
> λ and the condition that

e− es+λvs is less than λv implies that λ > e
v
. Thus the two conditions imply es

vs
≤ λ ≤ e

v
.

If there is any subset for which es− λvs is positive and the ratio es
vs

is sufficiently large so
that eS

vS
≥ e

v
, then the cut will give us some such subset.

Note that for a given density of edges, the number of edges grows as the square of the
number of vertices and es

vs
is less likely to exceed e

v
if vS is small. Thus, the flow method

works well in finding large subsets since it works with eS
vS

. To find small communities one
would need to use a method that worked with eS

v2
S

as the following example illustrates.
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Example: Consider finding a dense subgraph of 1,000 vertices and 2,000 internal edges in
a graph of 106 vertices and 6x106 edges. For concreteness, assume the graph was generated
by the following process. First, a 1,000-vertex graph with 2,000 edges was generated as a
random regular degree four graph. The 1,000-vertex graph was then augmented to have
106 vertices and edges were added at random until all vertices were of degree 12. Note
that each vertex among the first 1,000 has four edges to other vertices among the 1000
and eight edges to other vertices. The graph on the 1000 vertices is much denser than
the whole graph in some sense. Although the subgraph induced by the 1000 vertices has
four edges per vertex and the full graph has twelve edges per vertex, the probability of
two vertices of the 1000 being connected by an edge is much higher than for the graph as
a whole. The probability is given by the ratio of the actual number of edges connecting
vertices among the 1000 to the number of possible edges if the vertices formed a complete
graph. [How does this relate to A(S,S)

|S|2 ?]

p =
e((
v
2

)) =
2e

v(v − 1)

For the 1,000 vertices, this number is p = 2×2000
1000×999

∼= 4 × 10−3. For the entire graph this

number is p = 2×6×106

106×106 = 12 × 10−6. This difference in probability of two vertices being
connected should allow us to find the dense subgraph.

In our example, the cut of all arcs out of s is of cost 6 × 106, the total number
of edges in the graph, and the cut of all arcs into t is of cost λ times the number of
vertices or λ× 106. A cut separating the 1,000 vertices and 2,000 edges would have cost
6×106−2, 000 +λ×1, 000. This cut cannot be the minimum cut for any value of λ since
es
vs

= 2 and e
v

= 6, hence es
vs
< e

v
. The point is that to find the 1,000 vertices, we have to

maximize A(S, S)/|S|2 rather than A(S, S)/|S|. Note that A(S, S)/|S|2 penalizes large
|S| much more and therefore can find the 1,000 node “dense” subgraph.

2.9 Linear Programming Formulation

It is difficult to formulate a clustering problem such as k-means as a linear or convex
program. This is because variables are needed to determine which point is included in
each cluster. The cluster centers depend on these variables. Finally, the distance to the
cluster center is a nonlinear function. Problems where the cluster centers are restricted
to be in a finite given set (possibly the set of points themselves) are easier to formulate.
It is not difficult to see that for k-means, restricting the cluster centers to be one of the
points only changes the sum of distance squared to the nearest cluster center by a factor of
four. Since linear programming and convex programming formulations come only within
constant factors, this is fine.

In this section, we are given a set of n points to be clustered and a set of m points
(possibly the same set) which can serve as cluster centers. We are also given the distance
dij between the ith point and the jth center. We are to open k of the potential centers,
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so as to minimize the sum of distances of the n points to their nearest cluster centers.
We introduce 0-1 variables, xij, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, where xij = 1 if and only if the
ith point is assigned to the jth center. We also have 0-1 variables, yj, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, where
yj = 1 if and only if the jth point is chosen as a center. Then, we write the integer program:

Minimize
∑
ij

dijxij subject to

k∑
j=1

yj = k

m∑
j=1

xij = 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n

xij ≤ yj for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m,

0 ≤ xij, yj ≤ 1; integers.

The first constraint ensures that exactly k centers are opened. The second ensures
that each point is assigned to one center and the third ensures that we only assign points
to open centers. Finally, since we are minimizing, the integer program will automatically
assign each point to its nearest center. The integer constraints make the problem hard.
A standard technique is to start by solving the corresponding linear programming after
relaxing (discarding) the integer constraints. This may open fractional centers and may
make fractional assignments. Again each i will be assigned to the nearest center to the
extent it is open; then the residual to the next nearest center to the extent it is open, etc.
until it is fully assigned. Rounding the fractions so as to get a near optimal solution can
be done, but this is very involved and the subject of current research.

2.10 Finding a Local Cluster Without Examining the Whole
graph

If one wishes to find the community containing a vertex v in a large graph with say a
billion vertices, one would like to find the community in time proportional to the size of
the community and independent of the size of the graph. Thus, we would like local meth-
ods that do not inspect the entire graph but only the neighborhood around the vertex v.
We now give several such algorithms.

Breadth-First Search

The simplest method is to do a breadth first search starting at v. Clearly if there is
a small connected component containing v, we will find it in time depending only on the
size (number of edges) of the component. In a more subtle situation, each edge may have
a weight that is the similarity between the two end points. If there is a small cluster C
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containing v, with each outgoing edge from C to C̄ having weight less than some ε, C
could clearly also be found by breadth-first search in time proportional to the size of C.
However, in general, it is unlikely that the cluster will have such obvious telltale signs of
its boundary and one needs more complex techniques, some of which we describe now.

By max flow

Given a vertex v in a directed graph, we want to find a small set S of vertices whose
boundary is a set of a few out going edges. Suppose we are looking for a set S whose
boundary is of size at most b and whose cardinality is at most k. Clearly, if deg (v) < b
then the problem is trivial, so assume deg (v) ≥ b.

Think of a flow problem where v is the source. Put a capacity of one on each edge of
the graph. Create a new vertex that is the sink and add an edge of capacity α from each
vertex of the original graph to the new sink vertex, where α = b/k. If a community of size
at most k with boundary at most b containing v exists, then there will be a cut of size at
most kα + b = 2b, since the cut will have k edges from the community to the sink and b
edges from the community to the remainder of the graph. Conversely, if there is a cut of
size at most 2b, then the community containing v has a boundary of size at most 2b and
has at most 2k vertices since each vertex has an edge to the sink with cpacity b

k
. Thus, to

come within a factor of two of the answer, all we need to do is determine whether there is
a cut of size 2b. If the flow algorithm can do more than 2b flow augmentations, then the
maximum flow and hence the minimum cut is of size more than 2b. If not, the minimum
cut is of size at most 2b.

Find an augmenting path from source to sink and augment the flow. Each time a
new vertex not seen before is reached, there is an edge to the sink and the flow can be
augmented by α directly on the path from v to the new vertex to the sink. So the amount
of work done is only a function of b and k not the total number of vertices in the graph.

Conductance and Local communities

Suppose we want to find if a given vertex is in a local community. One natural
definition of a local community is a locally smallest set whose conductance is small. For a
more formal description, let’s first recall some definitions from Section 8.4.5. Suppose P
is a stochastic matrix (a matrix with nonnegative entries and row sums equal to one). In
this context, P may be obtained from the adjacency matrix A of the graph by dividing
each entry by its row sum. If the graph is undirected, A would have been symmetric. But
we also allow directed graphs, where A is not necessarily symmetric. In any case, we can
now forget A and just deal with P . We assume that P is time-reversible, namely, there
is a vector π such that

πipij = πjpji.

If P came from an undirected graph, then setting πi equal to the degree of vertex i,
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Figure 2.9: Example of a highly connected community of low conductance.

satisfies the above equation. Normalizing π to sum to one, gives us the steady state prob-
abilities, if they exist, for a random walk on the graph. One sees this by noting that πipij
is the flow from i to j, the probability that we step from i to j starting with distribution
π and time-reversibility implies that the flows from i to j and j to i are equal. Since the
flow out of each node equals the flow in when the probability distribution of being at a
node is π, the distribution π is maintained and is the steady state distribution.

Recall the definition of conductance, Φ
(
S, S̄

)
=

∑
i∈S,j∈S̄

aij∑
i∈S

di
, from Section 8.4.5. One

definition of a local community is a subset S of vertices for which, the conductance of S is
low, but for any proper subset T inside S, T has high connectivity to the rest of S. The
schematic picture is given in Figure 2.9

Say, we have a subset S with at most half of the probability, with a small number of
edges leaving S so that the conductance is less than some number α. Further suppose that
for any subset T of S where T has less than half the probability of S, the conductance of
T with respect to S is large, say β where β > α. That is,

Φ(S, S̄) ≤ α;

∀T ⊆ S with π(T ) ≤ π(S)/2,∑
i∈T ;j∈S\T

πipij ≥ β(8.9.1)

A condition like π(T ) ≤ π(S)/2 is needed since if T ⊆ S, but T is more or less all of
S, then its conductance with respect to S would be very low. Given a starting vertex v
in S satisfying (8.9.1), we would like to discover S by a random walk. Finding S exactly
is difficult. If we started at a frontier vertex in S, it is intuitively clear that we cannot
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hope to discover S, since the random walk is likely to exit S soon. But if we start in
the interior of S and run the random walk, will we at some stage discover S? We saw in
Section 8.4.5 DID WE? that if we run for a number of steps which is O(1/Φ2), where
Φ is the conductance of the whole graph, then we would be close to the steady state π,
i.e., by then, our probability would have spread not only over S, but also S̄. This means
that it would be difficult to identify S from long-term probabilities. But intuitively, it
would seem that if we ran for a number of steps that is at least Ω(1/β2) and at most
O(1/α), we should be close to the steady state on S alone, but since at most α mass
escapes from S to S̄ in each step (as we will show formally below), most of the mass is

still in S. This means, after Ω
(

1
β2

)
steps, we should be able to discover S. The following

theorem says that indeed for a large subset S0 of S, where large is measured by π, if we
start a random walk at a vertex in S0, then the intuition holds that after a certain num-
ber of steps, we approximately discover S as the set of vertices with high probability mass.

The theorem states that the probability of the Markov chain on S̄ overall is small and
secondly, that on S, it is close to the steady state probabilities. A question in applying
the theorem is how do we know S0? Of course, we do not know S or S0. But by trying a
number of starts at different vertices close to the given vertex v (whose local community
we want), we are likely to find S. Note that we cannot guarantee that starting from v
itself will do, since v may be a frontier vertex in S and random walks started at v will
easily stray into S̄. The intuition is that for starting vertices deep inside S, this cannot
happen since the conductance of S as a whole is low.

The theorem itself does not guarantee a fast algorithm with time dependent only
on |S| rather than the total number of vertices. But we can use a truncation method.
Instead of running the Markov chain on the whole graph, we keep track of the probability
distribution at each step, except for vertices whose probability is below a threshold value
ε. We set the probability of these vertices to zero. Thus, the number of vertices with
nonzero probability, which is all we keep track of, is small. We do not prove this here.

Theorem 2.15 Let S be a subset of vertices satisfying (8.9.1) with α < O(β2). Let
t0 ∈ Ω(1/β2). There is a subset S0 of S with π(S0) ≥ π(S)/2, so that the Markov chain
with transition probability matrix P , started at any i ∈ S0, after t0 steps has

(1) probability of being in S̄ at most 0.1, and
(2) the set Si of vertices j in S for which the probability of being at j is at least 0.9

πj
π(S)

satisfies π(Si) ≥ 0.99π(S).

Proof: Let f(i, t) be the probability that at time t, the Markov chain starting at vertex
i in S takes a step from a vertex in S to a vertex in S̄. We would like to upper bound
f(i, t). While this is difficult, observe that if we had started the chain in its steady
state distribution π, then it would remain in the steady state distribution and so the
probability that it would step from a vertex in S to a vertex in S̄ at time t is precisely
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∑
i∈S

∑
j∈S̄

πipij = Φ(S, S̄)π(S). By linearity, this probability is
∑
i∈S

πif(i, t), so we get

∑
i∈S

πif(i, t) = Φ(S, S̄)π(S) ≤ απ (S) ≤ α

which implies that
t0∑
t=1

∑
i∈S

πif(i, t) ≤ αt0π (S) ≤ ε1π (S) where ε1 ≥ αt0 is a small positive

constant.

For i ∈ S, let fi be the probability that when the chain is started at i, it steps into S̄ at
least once within t0 steps. Let S0 = {i ∈ S|fi ≤ 2ε1}. We first show that π (S0) ≤ π (S) /2.
For i ∈ S\S0, fi

2ε1
> 1. Thus the probability that the chain will have left S0 is

π (S\S0) =
∑
i∈S\S0

πi ≤
1

2ε1

∑
i∈S\s0

πif ≤
1

2ε1

∑
i∈S\s0

πifi +
1

2ε1

∑
i∈S0

πifi ≤
1

2ε1

∑
i∈S

πifi

≤ 1

2ε1

∑
i∈S

t0∑
t=1

πif(i, t) ≤ π(S)/2

yielding π(S \ S0) ≤ π(S)/2, which implies that π(S0) ≥ π(S)/2. Clearly, this
S0 = {i ∈ S|fi ≤ 2εi} satisfies (1) with a suitable choice of the εi constants.

Next, we show that the set Si of vertices j in S for which the probability of being at j
is at least 0.9

πj
π(S)

satisfies π(Si) ≥ 0.99π(S). Assume the chain starts in some i ∈ S0. For

j ∈ S, let gij be the probability that we never step into S̄ and are at node j after t0 steps.∑
j∈S

gij is the probability that started at i, we do not step into S̄. Since the probability

that we step into S̄ is less than επ (S) < ε,
∑
j∈S

gij ≥ 1− ε1 ∀i ∈ S0 (10.9.2)

In what follow replace A BY p and LC ALSO WE NEED TO STATE WE
ARE RESTRICTING A TO S SOMEHOW

We now get an upper bound on gij. Let Ã be the transition probability matrix of a
Markov chain with states S. Define ãii = 1−

∑
j 6=i

aij. That is, adjust the diagonal elements

so that Ã has row sums equal to one. We see that Ã also satisfies the time-reversibility
condition with the same vector π, now restricted to S. Further, the conductance of Ã is
at least β by (8.9.1). So, by Theorem ??? of Chapter 5 (Random Walks), (Ãt)ij ≈ πj

π(S)

in the sense that for all i,
∑
j∈S

∣∣∣(Ã)tij −
πj
π(S)

∣∣∣ ≤ ε2 for a suitable constant ε2, which implies

that the sum of the positive terms
∑
j∈S

(
(Ã)tij −

πj
π(S)

)+

≤ ε2 for all i. But, it is easy to

see that (Ãt)ij is greater than or equal to gij, since for every path of length t0 in the
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chain, there is a corresponding path with product of Ã entries which is no less. Thus,∑
j∈S

(
gij − πj

π(S)

)+

≤ ε2. But

∑
j∈S

(
gij −

πj
π(S)

)
=
∑
j∈S

(
gij −

πj
π(S)

)+

+
∑
j∈S

(
gij −

πj
π(S)

)−
and also from (8.9.2), ∑

j∈S

(
gij −

πj
π(S)

)
≥ 1− 2ε1 − 1 = −2ε1

So,
∑
j∈S

(
gij − πj

π(S)

)−
≥ −ε3. Now, define BAD i = {j ∈ S : gij ≤ (1 − 300ε3)

πj
π(S)
}. So,

for j in BAD i, we have (gij − (πj/π(S))− ≤ −300ε3πj/π(S). Thus,

∑
j∈BADi

πj
π(S)

≤ − 1

300ε3

∑
j∈BADi

(
gij −

πj
π(S)

)−
≤ 0.01.

So, with Si = S \ BADi, we get (ii), finishing the proof.

Modularity clustering

Another way to partition a graph into communities is based on the concept of modu-
larity. The method is popular for small graphs but there is no known efficient algorithm
for large graphs. Consider the partition of the vertices of a graph into communities. The
modularity of the partition is defined to be the fraction of edges that lie within communi-
ties minus the expected number of edges that lie within communities in a random graph
with the same degree distribution. Let A be the adjacency matrix of a graph, m the total
number of edges, dv the degree of vertex v, and let i index the communities defined by a
partition of the vertices. Then, the modularity is given by

Q = 1
2m

∑
i

∑
v,w∈i

avw −
∑
i

∑
v,w∈i

dv
2m

dw
2m

Let eij denote the fraction of the total set of edges that connect communities i and j and
let ai denote the fraction of edges with ends in community i. Then

eij = 1
2m

∑
v ∈ i
w ∈ j

avw

and
ai = 1

2m

∑
v∈i
dv
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Write

Q =
∑
i

∑
v,w∈i

(
1

2m
avw − dv

2m
dw
2m

)
=
∑
i

(
eij − a2

i

)

The algorithm for finding communities works as follows. Start with each vertex in a
community. Repeatedly merge the pair of communities that maximizes the change in Q.
This can be done in time O

(
m log2 n

)
where n is the number of vertices in the graph

and m is the number of edges where m ≥ n.HOW?. The algorithm works well on small
graphs but is inefficient for graphs with even a few thousand vertices.

THE FOLLOWING MATERIAL IS IMPORTANT BUT SHOULD BE MOVED
ELSEWHERE

Consider a collection of 30,000 abstracts each of about 300 words. For each word that
appears in an abstract, ask what is the fraction of abstracts that it appears in. Suppose
words A and B each appear in half of the abstracts. If the occurrence of the two words
was statistically independent, then we would expect A and B to appear together in 1/4
of the abstracts. Suppose instead that B appears in 2/3 of the abstracts that A appears
in. Can this be explained by chance? To answer this question we create two hypotheses.
The null hypotheses H0 is that A and B are uncorrelated. Our alternative hypotheses H1

is that B occurs with probability 2/3 in abstracts with A. The second hypothesis is the
most likely hypothesis given the data.

Suppose 15,000 of the abstracts contain A and of these 10,000 contain B. The proba-
bility of the data given the null hypothesis Ho is(

15, 000
10, 000

)(
1

2

)10,000(
1

2

)5,000

Under our alternative hypothesis H1 the probability is(
15, 000
10, 000

)(
2

3

)10,000(
1

3

)5,000

The log likelihood ratio is

15, 000 log(1/2)− 10, 000 log(2/3)− 5, 000 log(1/3) = −849.5.

We conclude that the null hypothesis is clearly false. The reason the answer was so
convincing is the numbers involved. If there were only 300 documents and A appeared in
150 and B appeared in 100 of these, the calculation would be

150 log(1/2)− 100 log(2/3)− 50 log(1/3) = −8.495
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WHERE DOES THE FOLLOWING TEXT BELONG?
Create a graph where the vertices represent words. By setting a threshold, say 3, and

placing an edge between any two vertices where the frequency of appearance of the two
words is correlated we get our graph.

2.11 Statistical Clustering

2.12 Axioms for Clustering

Each clustering algorithm tries to optimize some criteria, like the sum of squared
distances to the nearest cluster center, over all possible clustering’s. We have seen many
different optimization criteria in this chapter and many more are used. Now, we take a
step back and ask what are some desirable properties of clustering criteria and if there
are measures

IS THERE A BETTER WORD THAN MEASURE?
satisfying these properties. The first result we present is negative. We present three
seemingly desirable properties of a measure, and then show that no measure satisfies
them. Next we argue that these requirements are too stringent and under more reasonable
requirements, a slightly modified form of the sum of Euclidean distance squared between
all pairs of points inside the same cluster is indeed a measure satisfying the desired
properties.

2.12.1 An Impossibility Result

Let A(d) denote the optimal clustering found by the clustering algorithm A using dis-
tance function d on a set S. The clusters of the clustering A(d) form a partition Γ of S.

The first desirable property of a clustering algorithm is scale invariance. A clustering
algorithm A is scale invariant if for any α > 0, A(d) = A(αd). That is, multiplying all
distances by some scale factor does not change the optimal clustering. In general, there
could be ties for what the algorithm returns; in that case, we adopt the convention that
A(d) = A(αd) really means for any clustering returned by A on distance d, it can also be
returned by A on distance αd.

A clustering algorithm A is rich (full/complete) if for every partitioning Γ there ex-
ists a distance function d such that A(d) = Γ. That is, for any desired partitioning, we
can find a set of distances so that the clustering algorithm returns the desired partitioning.

A clustering algorithm is consistent if increasing the distance between points in differ-
ent clusters and reducing the distance between points in the same cluster does not change
the clusters produced by the clustering algorithm.

If a clustering algorithm is consistent and A(d) = Γ, one can find a new distance
function d′ such that A(d′) = Γ where there are only two distances a and b. Here a
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is the distance between points within a cluster and b is the distance between points in
different clusters. By consistency, we cab reduce all distances within clusters and increase
all distances between clusters there by getting two distances a and b with a < b where
a is the distance between points within a cluster and b is the distance between points in
different clusters.

There exist natural clustering algorithms satisfying any two of the three axioms. The
single link clustering algorithm starts with each point in a cluster by itself and then merges
the two clusters that are closest. The process continues until some stopping condition is
reached. One can view the process as the points being vertices of a graph and edges being
labeled by the distances between vertices. One merges the two vertices that are closest
and merges parallel edges taking the distance of the merged edge to be the minimum of
the two distances.

Theorem 2.16 (a) The single link clustering algorithm with the k-cluster stopping con-
dition, stop when there are k clusters, satisfies scale-invariance and consistency. We do
not get richness since we only get clustering’s with k clusters.

(b) The single link clustering algorithm with scale α stopping condition satisfies scale
invariance and richness. The scale α stopping condition is to stop when the closest pair
of clusters is of distance greater than or equal to αdmax where dmax is the maximum pair
wise distance. Here we do not get consistency. If we select one distance between clusters
and increase it significantly until it becomes dmax and in addition αdmax exceeds all other
distances, the resulting clustering has just one cluster containing all of the points.

(c) The single linkage with the distance r stopping condition, stop when the inter-cluster
distances are all at least r, satisfies richness and consistency; but not scale invariance.

Proof: (a) Scale-invariance is easy to see. If one scales up all distances by a factor, then
at each point in the algorithm, the same pair of clusters will be closest as before. The
argument for consistency is more subtle. The edges that led to mergers between any two
clusters during any step of the algorithm belong inside a cluster of the optimal (final)
clustering. So the distance of these edges can only be decreased (by consistency). These
edges will each always be less in distance than any of the edges between two different final
clusters whose lengths could only have been increased. Since the final number of clusters
is fixed, the number of merges is fixed, so exactly these edges will cause merges again,
possibly in different orders.

(b) and (c) are straight forward.

Next, we show that no clustering algorithm can satisfy all three axioms. A distance
function d, (a-b)-conforms to a partition Γ if all points in a cluster are within distance
a of each other and all points in distinct clusters are at least distance b apart. For a
clustering algorithm A, the pair of numbers (a, b) is said to force the partition Γ if all
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Figure 2.10: Illustration of the sets Γ0,Γ1, and those for the distance function d.

distances functions d that (a-b) conform to Γ, have A(d) = Γ. We begin with a theorem
stating that scale invariance and consistency imply that no allowable clustering can be a
refinement of another.

Theorem 2.17 If a clustering algorithm satisfies scale-invariance and consistency, then
no two clustering’s, one of which is a refinement of the other, can both be optimal clus-
tering’s returned by the algorithm.

Proof : Suppose that the range of the clustering algorithm A contains two clustering’s,
Γ0 and Γ1 where Γ0 is a refinement of Γ1. Modify the distance functions giving rise to Γ0

and Γ1 so that there are only two distinct distances a0 and b0 for Γ0 and a1 and b1 for Γ1.
Points within a cluster of Γ0 are distance a0 apart and points between clusters of Γ0 are
distance b0 apart. The distances a1 and b1 play similar roles for Γ1.

Let a2 be any number less than or equal to a1 and choose ε such that 0 < ε < a0a2b
−1
0 .

Let d be a new distance function where MATERIAL COMMENTED OUT From
a0 < b0 it follows that a0b

−1
0 > 1. Thus ε < a0a2b

−1
0 < a2 < a1 Since both ε and

a2 are less than a1, it follows by consistency that A (d) = Γ1. Let α = b0a
−1
2 . Then

since ε < a0a2b
−1
0 and a2 < a1 < b1 which implies a−1

2 > a−1
1 > b−1

1 it follows that
MATERIAL COMMENTED OUT Thus, by consistency A(αd) = Γ0. But by scale
invariance A (αd) = A (d) = Γ1, a contradiction.

Corollary 10.1: For n ≥ 2 there is no clustering function f that satisfies scale-
invariance, richness and consistency.

It turns out that any collection of clustering’s, in which no clustering is a refinement
of any other clustering in the collection, is the range of a clustering algorithm satisfying
scale invariance and consistency. To demonstrate this, we use the sum of pairs clustering
algorithm. Given a collection of clustering’s, the sum of pairs clustering algorithm finds
the clustering that minimizes the sum of all distances between points in the same cluster
over all clustering’s in the collection.
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Figure 2.11: Illustration of the objection to the consistency axiom. Reducing distances
between points in a cluster may suggest that the cluster be split into two.

Theorem 2.18 : Every collection of clustering’s in which no cluster is the refinement of
another is the range of a clustering algorithm A satisfying scale invariance and consis-
tency.

Proof: We first show that the sum of pairs clustering algorithm satisfies scale invariance
and consistency. Then we show that every collection of clustering’s in which no cluster is
a refinement of another can be achieved by a sum of pairs clustering algorithm.

Consider a collection of clustering’s in which no cluster is a refinement of another. Let
A be the sum of pairs clustering algorithm. It is clear that A satisfies scale invariance
since multiplying all distances by a constant, multiplies the total cost of each cluster by
a constant and hence the minimum cost clustering is not changed.

To demonstrate that A satisfies consistency let d be a distance function and Γ the
resulting clustering. Increasing distances between points in different clusters of Γ does
not affect the cost of Γ. If we reduce distances only between points in clusters of Γ then
the cost of Γ is reduced as much or more than the cost of any other clustering. Hence Γ
remains the lowest cost clustering.

It remains to show that every clustering in the collection is in the range of A. In sum
of pairs clustering, the minimum is over all clustering’s in the collection. We now show
for any clustering Γ how to assign distances between pairs of points so that A returns the
desired clustering. For pairs of points in the same cluster assign a distance of 1/n3. For
pairs of points in different clusters assign distance one. The cost of the clustering Γ is less
than one. Any clustering that is not a refinement of Γ has cost at least one. Since there
are no refinements of Γ in the collection it follows that Γ is the minimum cost clustering.

Note that one may question both the consistency axiom and the richness axiom. The
following are two possible objections to the consistency axiom. Consider the two clusters
in Figure 8.10. If one reduces the distance between points in cluster B, they might get
an arrangement that should be three clusters instead of two.

The other objection which applies to both the consistency and the richness axioms is
that they force many unrealizable distances to exist. For example, suppose the points were
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in Euclidean d space and distances were Euclidean. Then, there are only nd degrees of
freedom. But the abstract distances used here would have O(n2) degrees of freedom since
we more or less arbitrarily specify the distances between O(n2) pairs of points. Unless d is
about n, the abstract distances are too general. The objection to richness is similar. If for
n points in Euclidean d space, the clusters are formed by hyper planes (each cluster may
be a Vornoi cell or some other polytope), then as we saw in the theory of VC dimensions

(Exact section reference ???????????) there are only

(
n
d

)
interesting hyper planes each

defined by d of the n points. If k clusters are defined by bisecting hyper planes of pairs of
points, there are only ndk

2
possible clustering’s rather than the 2n demanded by richness.

If d and k are significantly less than n, then richness is not reasonable to demand. In
the next section, we will see a possibility result to contrast with this impossibility theorem.

The k-means clustering algorithm is one of the most widely used clustering algorithms.
We now show that any centroid based algorithm such as k-means does not satisfy the
consistency axiom.

Theorem 2.19 : A centroid based clustering such as k-means does not satisfy the con-
sistency axiom.

Proof: The cost of a cluster is
∑
i

(xi − u)2, where u is the centroid. An alternative way

to compute the cost of the cluster if the distances between pairs of points in the cluster
are known is to compute 1

n

∑
i 6=j

(xi − xj)
2 where n is the number of points in the cluster.

For a proof see Chapter 4.0 p2(or Lemma 10.4?). Consider seven points, a point y and
two sets of three points each, called X0 and X1. Let the distance from y to each point in
X0 ∪X1be

√
5 and let all other distances between pairs of points be

√
2. These distances

are achieved by placing each point of X0 and X1 a distance one from the origin along a
unique coordinate and placing y at distance two from the origin along another coordinate.
Consider a clustering with two clusters (see Fig. 10.XXX). The cost depends only on how
many points are grouped with y. Let that number be m. The cost is

1

m+ 1

[
2

(
m
2

)
+ 5m

]
+

2

6−m

(
6−m

2

)
=

8m+ 5

m+ 1

which has its minimum at m = 0. That is, the point y is in a cluster by itself and all
other points are in a second cluster.

If we now shrink the distances between points in X0 and points in X1 to zero, the
optimal clustering changes. If the clusters were X0 ∪X1 and y, then the distance would
be 9× 2 = 18 whereas if the clusters are X0 ∪{y} and X1 the distance is only 3× 5 = 15.
Thus, the optimal clustering is X0 ∪ {y} and X1. Hence k-means does not satisfy the
consistency axiom since shrinking distances within clusters changes the optimal clustering.
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Figure 2.12: Example illustrating k-means does not satisfy the consistency axiom.

RAVI: IS THE FOLLOWING TEXT IN THE RIGHT PLACE? DO WE
NEED TRANSITION PARAGRAPH?

Relaxing the axioms

1. Single linkage with a distance stopping condition satisfies a relaxed scale-invariance
property that states that for α > 1, then f (αd) is a refinement of f(d).

2. Define refinement consistency to be that when you shrink distances within a cluster
or expand distances between clusters you get a refinement of the clustering. Single linkage
with α stopping condition satisfies scale invariance, refinement consistency and richness
except for the trivial clustering of all singletons.

2.12.2 A Satisfiable Set of Axioms

In this section, we propose a different set of axioms that are reasonable for distances be-
tween points in Euclidean space and show that the clustering measure, the sum of squared
distances between all pairs of points in the same cluster, slightly modified, is consistent
with the new axioms. We assume through the section that points are in Euclidean d-
space. Our three new axioms follow.

We say that a clustering algorithm satisfies the consistency condition if, for the clus-
tering produced by the algorithm on a set of points, moving a point so that its distance
to any point in its own cluster is not increased and its distance to any point in a differ-
ent cluster is not decreased , then the algorithm returns the same clustering after the move.
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Remark: Although it is not needed in the sequel, it is easy to see that for infinitesi-
mal perturbations dx of x, the perturbation is consistent if and only if each point in its
own cluster lies in the half space through x with dx as the normal and each point in a
different cluster lies in the other half space.

An algorithm is scale-invariant if multiplying all distances by a positive constant does
not change the clustering returned.

An algorithm has the richness property if for any set K of k distinct points in the
ambient space, there is some placement of a set S of n points to be clustered so that the
algorithm returns a clustering with the points in K as centers. So there are k clusters,
each cluster consisting of all points of S closest to one particular point of K.

We will show that the following algorithm satisfies these three axioms.
Definition: Balanced k-means Algorithm Among all partitions of the input set of
n points into k sets, each of size n/k, return the one that minimizes the sum of squared
distances between all pairs of points in the same cluster.

Theorem 2.20 The balanced k-means algorithm satisfies the consistency condition, scale
invariance, and the richness property.

Proof: Scale-invariance is obvious. Richness is also easy to see. Just place n/k points of
S to coincide with each point of K. We now prove consistency. For any cluster T , define
cos t(T ) to be the sum of squared distances of all pairs of points in T .

Suppose S1, S2, . . . Sk is an optimal clustering of S according to the balanced k-means
algorithm. Move a point x ∈ S1 to z so that its distance to each point in S1 is non
increasing and its distance to each point in S2, S3, · · ·Sk is non decreasing. Suppose, now
T1, T2, · · · , Tk is an optimal clustering after the move. Without loss of generality assume
z ∈ T1. Define T̃1 = (T1 \ {z}) ∪ {x} and S̃1 = (S1 \ {x}) ∪ {z}. Note that T̃1, T2, · · · , Tk
is a clustering before the move, although not necessarily an optimal clustering. Thus

cos t
(
T̃1

)
+ cos t (T2) + · · ·+ cos t (Tk) ≥ cos t (S1) + cos t (S2) + · · ·+ cos t (Sk)

If cos t (T1)− cos t
(
T̃1

)
≥ cos t

(
S̃1

)
− cos t (S1) then

cos t (T1) + cos t (T2) + · · ·+ cos t (Tk) ≥ cos t
(
S̃1

)
+ cos t (S2) + · · ·+ cos t (Sk)

Since T1, T2, · · · , Tk is an optimal clustering after the move so also must be S̃1, S2, · · · , Sk
proving the theorem.

It remains to show that cos t (T1) − cos t
(
T̃1

)
≥ cos t

(
S̃1

)
− cos t (S1). Let u and v

stand for elements other than x and z in S1 and T1. The terms |u− v|2 are common to T1
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and T̃1 on the left hand side and cancel out. So too on the right hand side. So we need
only prove ∑

u∈T1

(|z − u|2 − |x− u|2) ≥
∑
u∈S1

(|z − u|2 − |x− u|2).

For u ∈ S1 ∩ T1, the terms appear on both sides, and we may cancel them, so we are left
to prove ∑

u∈T1\S1

(|z − u|2 − |x− u|2) ≥
∑

u∈S1\T1

(|z − u|2 − |x− u|2)

which is true because by the movement of x to z, each term on the left hand side is non
negative and each term on the right hand side is non positive.

Exercises

Exercise 2.1 Construct examples where using distances instead of distance squared gives
bad results for Gaussian densities. For example, pick samples from two 1-dimensional unit
variance Gaussians, with their centers 10 units apart. Cluster these samples (by trial and
error) into two clusters, first according to k-means and then according to the k-median
criteria. The k-means clustering should essentially yield the centers of the Gaussians as
cluster centers. What cluster centers do you get when you use the k-median criterion?

Exercise 2.2 Let v = (1, 3). What is the L1 norm of v? The L2 norm? The square of
the L1 norm?

Exercise 2.3 Show that in 1-dimension, the center of a cluster that minimizes the sum
of distances of data points to the center is in general not unique. Suppose we now require
the center also to be a data point; then show that it is the median element (not the mean).
Further in 1-dimension, show that if the center minimizes the sum of squared distances
to the data points, then it is unique.

Exercise 2.4 Prove that there is a k-clustering of radius r if and only if there are k
spheres, each of radius r which together cover all the points. IS THIS OBVIOUS -
DELETE

Exercise 2.5 The simple greedy algorithm of Section 8.2 assumes that we know the clus-
tering radius r. Suppose we do not. Describe how we might arrive at the correct r?

Exercise 2.6 For the k-median problem, show that there is at most a factor of two ratio
between the optimal value when we either require all cluster centers to be data points or
allow arbitrary points to be centers.

Exercise 2.7 For the k-means problem, show that there is at most a factor of four ratio
between the optimal value when we either require all cluster centers to be data points or
allow arbitrary points to be centers.
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Exercise 2.8 Consider clustering points in the plane according to the k-median criterion,
where cluster centers are required to be data points. Enumerated all possible clustering’s
and select the one with the minimum cost. The number of possible ways of labeling n
points, each with a label from {1, 2, . . . , k} is kn which is prohibitive.

Show that we can find the optimal clustering in time at most a constant times

(
n
k

)
+

k2. Note that

(
n
k

)
≤ nk which is much smaller than kn when k << n.

Exercise 2.9 Suppose in the previous exercise, we allow any point in space (not neces-
sarily data points) to be cluster centers. Show that the optimal clustering may be found
in time at most a constant times n2k2

.

Exercise 2.10 Corollary 8.3 shows that for a set of points {a1, a2, · · · , an}, there is a

unique point x, namely their centroid, which minimizes
n∑
i=1

|ai − x|2. Show examples

where the x minimizing
n∑
i=1

|ai − x| is not unique. (Consider just points on the real line.)

Show examples where the x defined as above are far apart from each other.

Exercise 2.11 Let {a1, a2, · · · , an} be a set of unit vectors in a cluster. Let c = 1
n

n∑
i=1

ai

be the cluster centroid. The centroid c is not in general a unit vector. Define the similarity
between two points ai and aj as their dot product. Show that the average cluster similarity
1
n2

∑
i,j

aia
T
j is the same whether it is computed by averaging all pairs or computing the

average similarity of each point with the centroid of the cluster.

Exercise 2.12 For some synthetic data estimate the number of local minima for k-means
by using the birthday estimate.

Exercise 2.13 Examine the example below and discuss how to fix it. Optimizing ac-
cording to the k-center or k-median criteria would seem to produce clustering B while
clustering A seems more desirable.

Exercise 2.14 Prove a more general version of (3) of Lemma (8.5) , where, we assume
that each cluster has at least εn points (instead of n/k), now requiring an inter-center
separation of Ω(k3/2σ) with a suitable constant depending on ε.

Exercise 2.15 Suppose we only solve the projected problem (the k-dimensional problem)
to within factor of α. Show that the algorithm then gives us an α+1 factor approximation
for the whole problem.

Exercise 2.16 Prove that for any two vectors a and b, we have |a− b|2 ≥ 1
2
|a|2 − |b|2.
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Figure 2.13: insert caption

Exercise 2.17 Let A be an n×d data matrix, B its best rank k approximation, and C the
optimal centers for k-means clustering of rows of A. How is it possible that ‖A−B‖2

F <
‖A− C‖2

F?

Exercise 2.18 Prove that the triangles ∆prq and ∆mzw in Figure 8.XXX are similar.

Exercise 2.19 Suppose S is a finite set of point in space with centroid µ. If a set T of
points is added to S, show that the centroid of S∪T is at distance at most |T |

|S|+|T | |m(T )−µ|
from µ.

Exercise 2.20 What happens if we relax this restriction, for example, if we allow for S,
the entire set?

Exercise 2.21 A stochastic matrix is a matrix with non negative entries in which each
row sums to one. Show that for a stochastic matrix, the largest eigen value is one. Show
that the eigen-value has multiplicity one if and only if the corresponding Markov Chain is
connected.

Exercise 2.22 Using time-reversibility, prove that π is the (left) eigenvector of P with
associated eigen value one, namely πP = π (with π viewed as a row vector.)

Exercise 2.23 Prove that Φ(S, S̄) =

∑
i∈S;j∈S̄

πipij∑
i∈S

πi
.

Exercise 2.24 Show that if P is a stochastic matrix and π satisfies πipij = πjpji, then
for any left eigenvector v of P , the vector u with components ui = vi

πi
is a right eigenvector

with the same eigenvalue.

Exercise 2.25 Let D be the diagonal matrix with the vector π along its diagonal. Show
that P and D1/2PD−1/2 are similar and have the same eigenvalues. Show that D1/2PD−1/2

is symmetric. Hence its eigenvectors are orthogonal. Use this to show that if u is a right
eigenvector of P with eigenvalue less than 1, then we have

∑
i

uiπi = 0.
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Exercise 2.26 Consider a 0-1 matrix generated from a block probability matrix. Let p
be the probability of a one for diagonal blocks and q be the probability of a one for off
diagonal blocks. Given the ratio of p and q what is the ratio of first to second eigenvalue?
Second given the ratio of first to second eigen value what is the stability given by the 95%
test.

Exercise 2.27 Give an example where the clusters are not linearly separable in the orig-
inal space, but are separable in a higher dimensional space.
Hint: Look at the example for Gaussian kernels in the chapter on learning.

Exercise 2.28 The Gaussian Kernel maps points to a higher dimensional space. What
is this mapping?

Exercise 2.29 Create exercise on speeding up agglomerative clustering.

Tree shape
Convert to exercise Agglomerative clustering requires that one calculate the dis-

tances between all pairs of points. If the number of points is a million or more, then this
is impractical. One can speed up the agglomerative clustering algorithm by maintaining
a 100 clusters at each unit of time. Start by randomly selecting a hundred points and
place each point in a cluster by itself. Each time a pair of clusters is merged randomly
select one of the remaining data points and create a new cluster containing that point .

Exercise 2.30 Let A be the adjacency matrix of an undirected graph. Let d(S, S) = A(S,S)
|S|

be the density of the subgraph induced by the set of vertices S. Prove that d (S, S) is the
average degree of a vertex in S.

Exercise 2.31 Suppose A is a matrix with non negative entries. Show that A(S, T )/(|S||T |)
is maximized by the single edge with highest aij.

Exercise 2.32 Suppose A is a matrix with non negative entries and

σ1(A) = xTAy =
∑
i,j

xiaijyj, |x| = |y| = 1.

Zero out all xi less than 1/2
√
n and all yj less than 1/2

√
d. Show that the loss is no more

than 1/4th of σ1(A).

Exercise 2.33 Consider other measures of density such as A(S,T )
|S|ρ|T |ρ for different values of

ρ. Discuss the significance of the densest subgraph according to these measures.

Exercise 2.34 Show that restricting the cluster centers to be one of the data points only
looses a factor of four in k-means clustering.
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Exercise 2.35 Which of the three axioms, scale invariance, richness, and consistency
are satisfied by the following clustering algorithms.
(a)
(b)

Exercise 2.36 (Research Problem): What are good measures of density which are
also effectively computable? Is there empirical / theoretical evidence that some are better
than others?

NOTES
Reference: A constant factor approximation algorithm for the k-median problem,

Moses Charikar, Sudipto Guha, Eva Tardos and David Shmoys, in Proceedings of the 31st
Annual ACM Symposium on Theory of Computing (1999),

invited to special issue of JCSS for STOC ’99.
10.4.3 from Kannan, Vempala (Now publs)
10.4.4 from Amit Kumar and Kannan (FOCS 2010)
First Set of Axioms and Impossibility from Kleinberg Reference: Analysing the struc-

ture of large graphs, Ravi Kannan and V. Vinay, Manuscript (1999) Local Clustering:
Ref’s Spielman, Teng; Anderson, Chung, Hopcroft,.. 10.4.2, Lemma 10.5 from Achlioptas
and McSherry

(The proof here seems to be new.)
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